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Feasibility Assessment of All Science Concepts within South Pole-Aitken 

Basin 

INTRODUCTION 

While most of the NRC 2007 Science Concepts can be investigated across the Moon, this chapter will 

focus on specifically how they can be addressed in the South Pole-Aitken Basin (SPA).  SPA is potentially 

the largest impact crater in the Solar System (Stuart-Alexander, 1978), and covers most of the central 

southern farside (see Fig. 8.1).  SPA is both topographically and compositionally distinct from the rest of 

the Moon, as well as potentially being the oldest identifiable structure on the surface (e.g., Jolliff et al., 

2003).  Determining the age of SPA was explicitly cited by the National Research Council (2007) as their 

second priority out of 35 goals.  A major finding of our study is that nearly all science goals can be 

addressed within SPA. 

As the lunar south pole has many engineering advantages over other locations (e.g., areas with 

enhanced illumination and little temperature variation, hydrogen deposits), it has been proposed as a site for 

a future human lunar outpost.  If this were to be the case, SPA would be the closest major geologic feature, 

and thus the primary target for long-distance traverses from the outpost.  Clark et al. (2008) described four 

long traverses from the center of SPA going to Olivine Hill (Pieters et al., 2001), Oppenheimer Basin, Mare 

Ingenii, and Schrödinger Basin, with a stop at the South Pole.  This chapter will identify other potential 

sites for future exploration across SPA, highlighting sites with both great scientific potential and proximity 

to the lunar South Pole. 

 

FIGURE 8.1 The location of SPA, first on the left in a cylindrical projection centered on the central 

nearside, and then on the right in an orthographic projection centered on SPA.  The latter projection will be 

used throughout this chapter. 

 

SCIENCE CONCEPT 1: THE BOMBARDMENT HISTORY OF THE INNER SOLAR SYSTEM IS 

UNIQUELY REVEALED ON THE MOON 

Impact cratering is the dominant geologic process affecting planetary surfaces.  The record of those 

processes is well preserved on the Moon, where events stretching as far back as at least 4 Ga can be 

studied.  This makes the Moon an ideal site to study the bombardment history of the inner Solar System.  

Impact craters can also provide probes of the lunar crust and potentially the upper mantle.  Those scientific 

goals associated with the flux and timing of impact events will be addressed here.  Those goals associated 

with the geology of the cratering process and its utility for exposing the lunar interior will be addressed 

later in this chapter. 
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Impacting asteroids and comets have produced several types of impact structures.  The smallest events 

produce simple, bowl-like craters (Fig. 8.2).  Smaller impact events occur far more frequently than larger 

ones, so simple craters are the most common impact structure.  Larger events produce complex impact 

craters with uplifted central peaks or central peak rings.  The walls of these craters also collapse, producing 

a modification zone that enlarges the diameter of the crater.  The transition diameter between simple and 

complex craters on the Moon is ~18–20 km (Pike, 1977).  The largest collisions produce impact basins 

greater than 300 km in diameter (Fig. 8.2).  These events are the least frequent type of impact and all of 

them were produced before 3 Ga. 

To determine the timing of impact events and, thus, determine the flux, we need samples of impact melt 

or other impact lithologies whose radiometric ages were reset by the impact events.  The volume of melt 

produced also increases with crater size.  Most of the melt will remain in the craters, but some of it will be 

ejected.  As we assess the Science Goals of the NRC‟s (2007) Science Concept 1, we are identifying those 

areas where these chronologically-significant lithologies can be found on the lunar surface. 

 

FIGURE 8.2 Three types of structural morphologies for lunar craters.  Taruntius H (left) has a simple crater 

structure; bowl-shaped, without additional complexity to its floor.  Tycho (center) represents the central-

peak complex crater morphology; a prominent peak located at the center of a relatively flat crater floor.  

Schrödinger depicts a peak-ring complex crater; much larger in size with evidence of at least one inner 

ring. 

 

Science Goal 1a: Test the Cataclysm hypothesis by determining the spacing in time of the creation of 

lunar basins 

The early history of the Moon is not very clearly understood.  After the accretion of the Earth and 

Moon, there is little available evidence to definitively explain the rate and magnitude at which impact 

events were occurring within the inner solar system.  The Cataclysm Hypothesis (commonly referred to as 

the Late Heavy Bombardment, or LHB), describes a period of time roughly 3.8–4.1 Ga during which a 

large number of impact craters are believed to have formed (Fig. 8.3).  It suggests that the largest craters 

observed on the Moon, vast multi-ringed impact basins, were formed in a relatively short period by a high 

flux of large impactors rather than from a more gradual and continuous post-accretion impact flux decay 

rate.  This pulse of activity is estimated to have occurred well after impact-causing debris left over from 

solar system formation had ceased.  The reality or not of an inner solar system cataclysm is important in 

understanding conditions on Earth around the time that life was first emerging (NRC, 2007). 

 Schrödinger (320 km) 
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FIGURE 8.3 A diagram of the current understanding for the Lunar Cataclysm Hypothesis (Kring, 2003). 

With currently available data, it is difficult to decide whether a cataclysm occurred or whether the 

cratering rate smoothly declined with time after lunar origin.  Determining the ages of impact-melt rocks 

from the South Pole-Aitken Basin (the stratigraphically oldest lunar basin) and major impact basins within 

SPA should hopefully resolve this issue (Fig. 8.4).  The precision required to date these events accurately 

requires well-chosen samples to undergo isotopic analysis in terrestrial laboratories. 
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FIGURE 8.4 Lunar craters greater than 140 km diameter and their estimated ages found in SPA.  Apollo is 

labeled, while 1 corresponds to Schrödinger and 2 to Amundsen-Ganswindt. The yellow lines surrounding 

the South Pole (labeled SP) indicate distances of 500 km and 1000 km traverse limits, while the dashed 

white line represents the extent of the SPA Basin.  The base map is Clementine 750nm UV-VIS centered at 

(56 S, 180 E).  The data for these points can be found in Table A9.1. 

As there are nearly 30 distinct craters greater than 140 km diameter within SPA – 5 within 500 km of 

the lunar South Pole, and 12 within a 1000 km traverse – it is not hard to find sample locations.  

Schrödinger offers several different areas of interest, as described in Chapter 1 of this report (Fig. 8.5).  

Because the Schrödinger basin-forming event excavated and uplifted impact melted material from the SPA 

event, one may be able to collect samples at a single landing site that provides the ages of both events.  

That outcome would virtually bracket the entire basin-forming epoch (Kring, 2009).  Other basins within 

the nearest traverse limit include the pre-Nectarian basins Amundsen-Ganswindt, Ashbrook, Drygalski; and 

the Nectarian basin Zeeman.  Antoniadi, an Upper Imbrian age basin, and the Eratosthenian Hausen basin 

can be found just outside this traverse limit along with 4 other pre-Nectarian and a Nectarian aged basin, all 

comfortably within 1000 km.  Apollo would be a high priority target as it is the last of the pre-Nectarian 

basins, but it lies roughly 1500 km from the southern pole at (36 S, 151 W) making it an option for sortie 

missions. 
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FIGURE 8.5  The three landing sites and corresponding 10 km EVA radius (20 km return trip) for 

Schrödinger described in Science Concept 1. 

 

Science Goal 1b: Anchor the early Earth-Moon impact flux curve by determining the age of the 

oldest lunar basin (South Pole-Aitken Basin) 

In the past, relative age dating of the lunar surface has been conducted by crater counting on ejecta 

blankets.  Although some ages of lunar basins are known from radiometric age dating of lunar samples, we 

still do not have an age for the oldest basin on the moon, the South Pole-Aitken (SPA) Basin.  As the oldest 

basin, SPA is a critical calibration point for subsequent relative age dating of the Moon.  To precisely 

determine the age of SPA, samples must be returned with impact melts derived from the ancient impact. 

SPA exhibits an FeO-rich anomaly relative to non-mare lunar crust in its interior that is in stark contrast 

to the surrounding highland feldspathic terrain (Jolliff et al., 2000).  This anomaly suggests a deeper, more 

mafic composition is involved in the crust within the basin, which implies the presence of impact melt 

derived from the SPA impact that melted the lower crust and possibly the upper mantle (Lucey et al., 

1998).  As the oldest basin on the moon, SPA has undergone extensive overprinting by subsequent mare 

emplacement, impact craters, and basin materials, but still maintains a distinctive chemical signature.  This 

indicates that SPA-derived impact melts, which can be used to date the basin formation, should be 

prevalent within the basin interior. 

  Given the immense volume of estimated impact melt from SPA (~1.38×10
8
 km

3
 (Morrison, 1998)) and 

the prevalent FeO anomaly, it is likely that impact melts would be widespread in regolith samples 

throughout areas of the basin within the transient crater diameter, which is where the central melt sheet 

would have pooled.  Petro and Pieters (2003) calculated that ~59% of the surface components at an interior 

location (59.5°S, 165.5°W) are derived from original SPA impact melt breccia while Haskin et al. (2003) 

estimate ~80% of the surface material at a similar location (60°S, 160°W) is indigenous to SPA.  
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While impact melts may be pervasive in the regolith, the impact melts therein cannot be explicitly 

linked to the SPA impact without hundreds of analyses (Kring, personal communication).  It may be more 

unambiguous to examine coherent sections of impact melt in the uplifted central peaks of complex craters 

that overlay the SPA melt sheet.  Twenty-three complex craters (Fig. 8.6, Table 8.1) with preserved central 

peaks visible in high-resolution (~100 m/pixel) Clementine data lie approximately within the FeO anomaly.  

Models have estimated that the amount of foreign material within the central area of SPA could range ~35–

1075 m (Petro and Pieters, 2004), but each of these craters is likely to excavate material from depths below 

the regolith.  All but three of these craters lie within at least one of the three transient crater (TC) 

dimensional estimates shown as white rings in Fig. 8.6.  Over half of these craters lie within all three of the 

TC estimates (Table 8.1) and should be considered the best locations for finding impact melt with the high 

FeO signature.  In addition, two craters lie within a ring defined by a Constellation Tier 2 site selection as 

part of the TC rim.   
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FIGURE 8.6  Locations and approximate sizes of complex craters with discernable central peaks within the 

SPA where the largest dashed circle represents the outer extent of SPA.  Areas of bright yellow show the 

SPA mafic (high FeO) anomaly.  The two solid white circles in SPA‟s interior represent minimum (1160 

km) and maximum (1470) estimates for the transient crater diameter calculated from an equation in Spudis 

(1993) and centered at 56° S, 180° E.  The smaller dashed white circle is the transient crater estimate by 

Petro and Pieters (2002) (1260 km, centered at 56° S, 170° E).  Black arcs around the south pole represent 

the 500 km and 1000 km traverse limits. 
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TABLE 8.1 Name, location, age, and central peak (CP) depth of origin information for complex craters featured in Fig. 8.6.  The ID# corresponds to the same 

number given in later tables for the same crater features (e.g., Table A9.3).  This table also indicates if a crater lays within each of the transient craters (TC) as 

well as a 1000 km traverse limit from the lunar South Pole.  None of the craters in this table can be found within 500 km of the South Pole.  The CP depth of 

origin values were extrapolated from Fig. 24 in Cintala and Grieve (1998). 

ID # Name Latitude Longitude 
Diameter 

(km) 

Estimated Age                                   

(Wilhelms and 

Byrne, 2009) 

CP Min. 

Depth of 

Origin 

(km) 

Lower TC 

estimate 

calculated from 

Spudis, 1993 

(1160km) 

Upper TC 

estimate 

calculated from 

Spudis, 1993 

(1470km) 

 Petro and 

Pieters (2002) 

TC estimate 

TC defined by 

LROC Tier 2 site 

& SPA center 

1000 km 

traverse 

limit 

2 Birkeland -30.416 173.836 82 Eratosthenian 13.34           

3 Finsen -42.555 -177.99 72 Eratosthenian 11.56 X X X     

5 Antoniadi -69.534 -173.155 143 Upper Imbrian 24.62 X X X   X 

9 Lyman -65.093 161.88 84 Upper Imbrian 13.70 X X X   X 

10 Maksutov* -41.089 -168.664 83 Upper Imbrian 13.52 X X (partial)     

12 Oresme V -40.951 165.081 51 Upper Imbrian 7.91 X X X     

13 White -45.166 -159.071 39 Upper Imbrian 5.88 X X       

15 Fizeau -58.345 -134.314 111 Upper Imbrian                       
(Lower Imbrian?) 18.62   (partial)     X 

17 Alder -48.751 -178.315 77 Lower Imbrian 12.45 X X X     

18 Grissom M -49.311 -148.422 38 Lower Imbrian 5.72   X       

19 Oppenheimer U -34.864 -168.186 38 Lower Imbrian 5.72   X       

21 Rumford -29.182 -169.898 61 Lower Imbrian 9.63           

29 Bhabha -55.732 -165.291 64 Nectarian 10.15 X X X     

30 Bose -54.166 -169.648 91 Nectarian 14.96 X X X X   

31 Boyle -53.494 177.566 57 Nectarian 8.94 X X X X   

34 Eijkman -63.441 -142.839 54 Nectarian 8.42   X     X 

35 Hopmann* -51.108 158.825 88 Nectarian 14.42 X X X     

36 Numerov -70.584 -162.9 113 Nectarian 18.99 X X X   X 

37 Orlov -26.128 -175.373 81 Nectarian 13.16           

42 Von Karman* -44.8 175.9 180 Pre-Nectarian 31.72 X X X     

43 Davisson -38.147 -175.077 87 ~~~~~~~ 14.24 X X (partial)     

44 Oresme Q -44.553 166.972 23 ~~~~~~~ 3.29 X X X     

45 Stoney -55.812 -156.506 45 ~~~~~~~ 6.89 X X X     
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If limited to a 1000 km traverse from an outpost at the South Pole, five craters lie within at least one of 

the TC estimate rings; three of these craters lie within all the TC estimate rings (Antoniadi, Lyman, 

Numerov) and should be considered the best sites of the five.  None of the original 23 craters lie within a 

500 km traverse limit of an outpost at the South Pole.  The best sites to sample SPA impact melt are likely 

to be Antoniadi (Fig. 8.7) and Lyman (Fig. 8.8) craters. 

 

FIGURE 8.7  High-resolution Clementine image of Antoniadi, which is a recommended site for Science 

Goal 1b.  The black arc represents the 1000 km traverse limit.  The two white arcs represent SPA transient 

crater diameter estimates listed in the text. 
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FIGURE 8.8 High-resolution Clementine image of Lyman, which is a recommended site for NRC (2007) 

Science Goal 1b. 
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Science Goal 1c: Establish a precise absolute chronology 

The current grasp on a lunar chronology (Fig. 8.9) comes from combination of radiometric dating of 

returned Apollo samples, numerous crater count studies, and less confident methods such as systems 

utilizing albedo measurements of the lunar surface to correlate brightly rayed craters with a newer surface 

(Hiesinger and Head, 2006).  However, there can be several uncertainties associated with each of these 

techniques that can make it difficult to form an accurate chronology.  Dating rock samples provides the best 

constraint on age and are the only source to providing an absolute age, but determining where the rocks 

originated in order to classify a geographical unit can be a challenge.  Unfortunately there have been very 

few locations sampled thus far which further substantiates the importance of returning to the Moon to 

collect a greater range of samples and increase the necessary dataset.  Crater counting techniques allow for 

large regions to be sampled and relative ages to be designated, but they cannot provide a definite age for a 

given unit.  If one is to attempt to gain a chronostratigraphic constraint for the moon similar to the present 

understanding of the Earth‟s, the amount of data used for dating methods must improve and increase 

considerably. 

 

FIGURE 8.9 Comparison of three attempts at lunar chronostratigraphy illustrating the uncertainty that 

remains in its current understanding (adapted from Hiesinger and Head, 2006). 

It would be advantageous to sample a vast number of geologic units of varying ages over the entire 

surface of the Moon to obtain the best constraint and most comprehensive dataset for establishing an 

absolute lunar chronology.  Due to the great age and size of the SPA Basin, it seems only logical that a 
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significant amount of geologic material representing every lunar epoch can be ascertained within the 

basin‟s walls.  Not only this, but within a distance of 500 kilometers from the South Pole, craters with ages 

encompassing all six of the currently defined epochs can be found (Figs. 8.10 and 8.11).  Further analyses 

of the SPA region using various remote sensors collecting spectral data in the coming years will almost 

certainly locate a similar diversity of geologic features within a much smaller area – one that might be 

manageable for even short term traverses. 

Furthermore, as the accuracy and efficiency of crater counting computer models improves, estimates on 

these surfaces can be made with greater confidence.  Considering the extensive expanse of the SPA Basin, 

it is rather humiliating to have such a small sample of identified craters, with even a smaller number of 

them presently dated. With absolute dating from sampled rocks, the models can be improved upon and 

refined to allow for more extensive dating of regions not yet sampled but soon to be imaged with an 

unprecedented level of resolution. 

 

FIGURE 8.10  Estimated ages of named craters within 1,500 km of the center of SPA Basin (56° S, 180° 

E) from the Crater Database (Losiak et al., 2009). The blue line indicates the 500 km traverse limit from 

the lunar South Pole.  See Table A9.2 for the coordinates and names of these craters. 
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FIGURE 8.11  Estimated ages of named craters within 1,500 km of the center of SPA Basin (56° S, 180° 

E) from the Crater Database (Losiak et al., 2009). The blue line indicates the 500 km traverse limit from 

the lunar South Pole.  In this map, the areas of the circles are proportional to craters‟ diameters.  See Table 

A9.2 for the coordinates and names of these craters. 

 

Science Goal 1d: Assess the recent impact flux 

Understanding the history of the lunar surface for the most recent period (<100 Ma) is useful for several 

reasons.  It is of specific interest to the current space program in order to have a better idea of what the 

lunar environment is like and its implications for sending manned and/or robotic missions to the surface.  

The current bombardment rate of micrometeorites could affect engineering concepts and standards for the 

Constellation program and others to follow.  Learning more about the most recent impact flux also provides 

information to either verify or refute such events as the mass extinction hypotheses due to impact processes 

on the Earth (e.g., the Cretaceous/Tertiary (K/T) and Permian/Triassic (P/Tr) boundary events).   Also, by 

further investigating the recent impact history on the lunar surface and its support of a more accurate 

absolute chronology, an enhanced relative chronology can be suggested in regards to both the Moon and 

the Earth. 

To understand the impact flux over the most recent part of the Copernican epoch it will be necessary to 

locate and analyze lunar rock samples from the youngest craters and basins possible.  Identifying these 
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areas is fairly simple on the most fundamental level due to the exquisite nature that the lunar environment 

provides for crater preservation.  As the primary source of erosion on the Moon is caused by overlaying of 

ejecta from more recent events, these youngest impact formations can be recognized by a simple review of 

the lunar surface imagery over a broad scale. 

As crater recognition software and the level of resolution in imagery improve for lunar surfaces, this 

task can be more easily performed and on a much smaller scale (Fig. 8.12) than presently capable, allowing 

for the generation of larger and more complete data sets of cratering events.  For now, it remains the 

responsibility of investigators to identify these features through perhaps more tedious surveys.  However, 

on a larger scale, with the existing quality of available images, these sites appear bright and fresh with very 

few (if any) signs of ejecta deposition caused by even more recent cratering events (Fig. 8.13). 

 

FIGURE 8.13  Fechner T located on the western edge of SPA at (58.771° S, 122.304° E) with a diameter of 

14 km is shown with Clementine High Resolution UV-VIS (left) and in false-color (right).  The noticeable 

brightness of this crater hints at its young age. 

For studying the most recent impact flux (e.g., events occurring since the dawn of space exploration) 

two methods can be utilized, as suggested in Chapter 1d of this report. 

(i) a comparison of old and new imagery in order to identify craters which have formed in the 

interim, and 

(ii) deployment of seismometers as part of a global network in order to detect the seismic waves 

created by meteoroid impacts (the site of the impact and the size of the meteoroid can thus be 

estimated. 

Performing a quick survey over the highest quality images currently available for the South Pole-Aitken 

Basin (Clementine UV-VIS, 1994), several fresh craters were mapped in ArcGIS to investigate their 

distribution (Fig. 8.14).  Those with sharp rims and bright ejecta and rays are considered bright, fresh 

craters.  Within SPA, there are certain areas that demonstrate a higher concentration of fresh craters than 

others which should be the regions to focus attention on for investigating Science Goal 1d.  Several bright, 

fresh craters were found between craters Bose and White (~1200 km from the South Pole).  Three clusters 
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were identified in this region appropriate for possible sortie missions.  The largest being a group of 10 

craters clustered in a region with the largest dimension of just 100 km.  This means that within a 50 km 

radius traverse, at least 10 fresh (likely Copernican) craters could be sampled. 

 

 

FIGURE 8.14  The distribution of bright, fresh craters within SPA Basin. (Fagan, 2009) 

 

Science Goal 1e: Study the role of secondary impact craters on crater counts 

A large number of small impact craters on the Moon could in fact be secondary craters.  The proportion 

of secondary craters to primary craters may be larger than previously believed.  “If true, the flux of small 

primary impact craters on the Moon might have been overestimated, which could have effects on the 

precise shape of the standard distribution.” (NRC, 2007)  The relative dating of surface locals based on 

crater size frequency distribution plots (CSFDs) can be a useful method for estimating the ages of broad 

regions, but it can only be as accurate as the information employed in the analyses.  The “noise” created by 

secondary cratering can skew the results making previous estimates inadequate, further signifying the 

necessity for a greater basis of ground-truth values. 

To fully study the extent to which secondary cratering events dominate the lunar terrain, a 

comprehensive examination should be done on a global level.  However, within SPA there exist several 

areas with significant secondary crater fields that can be used to clarify the problem.  Providing a better 

constraint on the limits to which secondary cratering can occur will allow for better scaling models to be 

produced and in turn better aging estimates made through CSFDs.  Collecting samples from areas of 

previous focus to test the validity of the proposed dating schemes will be highly useful.  Schrödinger basin 
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is one of these regions that has been studied rather extensively by Shoemaker (1994) and would be an area 

of significant interest due to its relative locality to the South Pole.  Smaller craters with prominent 

secondary cratering features will also be useful for shorter duration traverses.  A specifically noticeable 

example is situated near the Jules Verne Y crater (30.764 S, 145.286 E) in the NW region of SPA with 

extensive ray formations (Fig. 8.15). 

 

FIGURE 8.15  Unidentified butterfly crater (30.764 S, 145.286 E) near Jules Verne Y (immediately E-

SE) and the edge of SPA Basin (dashed line).  Taken with Clementine High Resolution UV-VIS (left) and 

in false-color (right).   

 

SCIENCE CONCEPT 2: THE STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION OF THE LUNAR INTERIOR 

PROVIDE FUNDAMENTAL INFORMATION ON THE EVOLUTION OF A DIFFERENTIATED 

PLANETARY BODY 

Science Goal 2a: Determine the thickness of the lunar crust (upper and lower) and characterize its 

lateral variability on regional and global scales 

Information about the thickness of the lunar crust can be obtained from topographic and gravity 

measurements which have been made remotely.  Various attempts have been made to model the thickness 

of the lunar crust using such data (Zuber et al., 1994; Neumann et al., 1996; Wieczorek and Phillips, 1998; 

1999; Wieczorek et al., 2006).  Such models are powerful tools for examining the physical nature of the 

lunar crust, however, one must be aware of their potential weaknesses.  The uncertainty of gravity data 

(particularly for far side locations) which has been used to generate these models, for example, will result 

in limited accuracy for crustal thickness values.  The calibration of these models uses seismic data obtained 

at the Apollo 12 and 14 sites, and is therefore not ideal for extrapolation to farside locations such as SPA.  

Assumptions made in order to generate models will also limit their accuracy.  One such assumption is the 

level of stratification in the lunar crust.  Different crustal thicknesses will be estimated if the crust is 

modeled as a single layer with a constant density, than if it is modeled with multiple layers of varying 
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densities.  In the case of modeling the crustal thickness over large impact basins the presence of surficial 

mare deposits and thick impact melt sheets may also distort modeled crustal thicknesses. 

Through analysis of the laser ranging instrument (LIDAR) data from the Clementine spacecraft, Zuber 

et al. (1994) found the far side crust to be approximately 68 km thick on average, making it 8 km thicker 

than their estimate for the near side crust.  Their models also highlight the thinning of the crust which tends 

to occur beneath impact basins.  For example, they estimate a thickness of 20 km below SPA.  Neumann et 

al. (1996) believe this value to be an underestimate due simplified assumptions in the method used.  

Neumann et al. (1996) obtained similar values of 55 km and 67 km for the near and far sides respectively.  

Their model shows the crust beneath SPA thinning to a minimum of ~35 km. 

Models by Wieczorek and Phillips (1998, 1999) also suggest that, despite the size of SPA, the lunar 

mantle has not been exposed by the formation of the basin and estimate that approximately 40 km of lower 

crustal material remains beneath the basin floor.  It is possible that these models are misleading, as they do 

not account for the possibility of an impact melt sheet, which itself could have a thickness of more than 40 

km (Cintala and Grieve, 1998).  Wieczorek and Phillips (1998) acknowledge this, but defend their 

conclusion that no mantle material was exposed by SPA.  They highlight the low iron concentration in the 

highland regions surrounding the basin (Lucey et al., 1995, 1998; Gillis et al., 2004) as being inconsistent 

with ejecta material derived from either the lunar mantle or lower crust. 

For this study, we have used a „dual-layered crust‟ moho depth model developed by Wieczorek et al. 

(2006) and combined this with topographic data obtained by the Kaguya (SELENE) probe in order to 

obtain a map of crustal thickness below SPA (Figs. 8.16 and 8.17).  This map indicates major crustal 

thinning beneath SPA (Fig. 8.18) and beneath several of the major basins within SPA such as Apollo and 

Schrödinger.  This thinning is observed to be most exaggerated in the center of the basin. 

Sampling uplifted material from central peaks and peak rings of craters and basins as well as impact 

melt from craters which might have breached the crust mantle boundary would also help constrain 

estimates of crustal thickness when combined with impact models.  Attempts have been made to identify 

such exposures of mantle material have been made (Pieters, 1993; Tompkins and Pieters, 1999; Pieters et 

al., 2001; Cahill et al., 2009a;2009b).  One possible location of mantle exposure which has been noted is an 

area near the center of SPA (57° S, 160° W) which Pieters et al. (2001) identified as having unusually high 

concentrations of olivine („Olivine Hill‟).   
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FIGURE 8.16 Clementine 750 nm image of SPA.  SPA basin is identified with dashed black line.  

Several locations of interest are marked on the image, as is the south pole (red dot), and 500 and 1000 

km traverse limits from the south pole. 
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FIGURE 8.17 a. Topographic map of SPA, based on Kaguya (SELENE) data.  b. Moho depth map, 

obtained using the dual-layered crustal thickness model of Wieczorek (2006). 
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FIGURE 8.18 Radially averaged crustal thickness profile for SPA (see Fig. A9.1).  Solid line represents 

the averaged topography of SPA; dashed line represents the depth of the moho.  The depths of origin for 

crater central peaks and depths of melting (Cintala and Grieve, 1998) have been superimposed on this 

profile, and adjusted for the radially averaged surface elevation. 

Using relationships developed by Cintala and Grieve (1998), we have calculated the approximate 

depths for the origins of central peaks of craters within SPA as well as the depths of impact melting.  We 

then compared these values against a radially averaged profile of crustal thickness in SPA in order to obtain 

an estimate of which craters may have either excavated or melted mantle material.  The most likely 

candidate crater was found to be Von Karman (Fig. 8.19c), as it was the only site with a depth of 

excavation and melting clearly exceeding the modeled crustal thickness.  However, remembering that the 

profile is a radially averaged profile, and considering the potential weaknesses of the crustal thickness 

model used, we consider several other craters to be worth further investigation.  These are Bose, Antoniadi 

and Zeeman (Figs. 8.18 and 8.19).  Of these craters Antoniadi is within 1000 km of the south pole, while 

Zeeman is within 500 km. 

Emplacement of seismic stations would be another method for obtaining data regarding the thickness of 

the lunar crust.  A variety of locations could be utilized for this purpose, in order to fully exploit the 

variations in crustal thickness throughout SPA.  We suggest that seismic surveys should be performed near 

the center of the basin, where the crust is likely to be thinnest.  The olivine hill area identified by Pieters et 

al. (2001) would provide one such location while remaining, and lies approximately 1000 km north of the 
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south pole.  Within 500 km of the south pole, Schrödinger basin (Figs. 8.16 and 8.19a) may provide the 

thinnest crust for potential seismic studies. 

Science Goal 2b: Characterize the chemical/physical stratification in the mantle, particularly the 

nature of the putative 500 km discontinuity and the composition of the lower mantle 

The lower mantle will not be accessible for direct sampling; however it is possible that samples of 

upper mantle material may be obtained. 

Geophysical studies, in particular seismic networks, will almost certainly be the most revealing method 

for studying the chemical and physical stratification within the mantle.  The depth to which such studies 

can examine will be limited by the lateral distribution of survey locations.  At a top level, the wider the 

lateral distribution of seismic arrays, the deeper one can study.  Upper limits for this distribution will 

depend on the mission architecture, and whether site selections will have to be within 1000 km or 500 km 

of the south pole. 

Science Goal 2c: Determine the size, composition, and state (solid/liquid) of the core of the Moon 

The characteristics of the Moon‟s core are largely beyond the scope of many possible surface studies.  

As with studying the lunar mantle, geophysical studies involving seismic surveys may provide the most 

information about the lunar core.  The depth which can be studied will rely on the lateral distribution of 

seismic nodes.  In order to obtain information pertaining to the lunar core, a seismic network would most 

likely need to extend beyond the limits of SPA.  A global geophysical network is advised to perform such 

studies. 

Studying areas of known magnetic anomalies may also provide some information about the past state of 

the Moon‟s core (Wieczorek et al., 2006).  For example, remnant magnetism retained in geologic samples 

of different ages may help to constrain the period over which the Moon had a magnetic field, providing an 

indication of whether the Moon‟s core was liquid or solid at a given time during lunar geologic history.  

Analysis of Apollo samples has provided some indication of a lunar paleo-magnetic field varying between 

approximately 1-10 μT (~4.0-3.9 Ga) and 100 μT (~3.9-3.6 Ga), before returning to 1-10 μT (~3.6 Ga to 

the present) (Cisowski et al., 1983; Runcorn, 1994; 1996; Wieczorek et al., 2006; Garrick-Bethell and 

Weiss, 2007; 2008). 

Halekas (2003) used Lunar Prospector Electron Reflectometer data to study the magnetic fields 

associated with multi-ringed basin structures.  They identified magnetic anomalies in the basins Bailly and 

Apollo.  Similar studies of lunar crustal magnetic fields (Hood et al., 2001; Mitchell et al., 2008) have also 

revealed prominent magnetic field strengths around the SPA region.  The origin of these particular 

anomalies is uncertain.  Mitchell et al. (2008) have suggested they could be caused by impact processes, 

and therefore may not be related to the nature of the lunar core.  For this reason site selections based on 

magnetic anomalies are given with caution, and should not be chosen on the merit the magnetic anomalies 

alone.  Sampling material within the magnetic anomalies in SPA would be possible in Apollo basin.  Bailly 

and Schrödinger are also believed to exhibit magnetic anomalies (Halekas et al., 2003; Mitchell et al., 

2008) and are within 500 km of the south pole. 

Science Goal 2d: Characterize the thermal state of the interior and elucidate the workings of the 

planetary heat engine 

The main source of accessible information about the thermal state of the Moon‟s interior is volcanic 

material.  Constraining the source depths, eruptive temperature, and timing of volcanic activity is vital for 

understanding the workings of the lunar heat engine.  As the only directly sampled rocks from the Moon 

come from the nearside, it is not known exactly how farside volcanic material might differ from that which 

we have already sampled.  By sampling such volcanic materials, and subjecting them to extensive 

petrologic studies it hoped that a more complete understanding of lunar volcanism can be obtained.  

Samples of farside volcanic rocks will also help provide ground truthing for the interpretation of remote 

sensing data such as spectral imaging. 

There are several craters and basins within SPA which contain both mare material and other volcanic 

products.  Notable examples are Antoniadi, Ingenii, Oppenheimer, Von Karman, Leibnitz, and Schrödinger 

(Stuart-Alexander, 1978).  Schrödinger is of particular interest due to the apparent presence of both mare 
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basalt and pyroclastic deposits (Shoemaker et al., 1994; Kohout et al., 2009).  It is also an attractive 

location from an operational perspective due to it‟s location within 500 km of the south pole.  A more 

detailed description of the distribution of volcanism within SPA can be found in section 9.5 of this report. 

It is also possible to obtain information about the thermal state of the Moon using heat flow probes.  

Ideally these would be deployed in a number of locations, each providing examples of different lunar 

terrains.  Within and near SPA, locations can be found containing noritic lower crustal material 

(widespread around the central region of the basin), feldspathic highland material (around the basin edges 

in locations such as Hausen crater), and mare basalt (found in a number of craters).  It would also be 

worthwhile to deploy heat flow probes in areas of increased Th concentration, as this is an indicator of 

KREEP-rich material.  Such material is understood to be enriched in heat-producing elements such as U 

and K, as well as Th (Lucey et al., 2006). 

Summary 

TABLE 8.2 NRC 2007 Science Concept 2 target locations (favored sites highlighted). 

 

The locations discussed for Science Concept 2 have been summarized above.  It is apparent that several 

locations (highlighted) are particularly attractive target sites for addressing multiple science goals.  For a 

500 km traverse, we have chosen Schrödinger as a top priority location.  For a 1000 km traverse, Antoniadi 

was chosen.  For a >1000 km sortie, Von Karman was chosen. 

Recommendations 

Following this study, we have a number of suggestions for future studies which we believe would be 

important focus on, prior to making final plans for future manned lunar missions.  These include: 

 Obtaining higher resolution laser altimetry data of the lunar surface so that smaller scale (less 

than one degree) topographic features can be resolved. 

 Improving processing of existing gravity and topographic data to help refine crustal thickness 

models. 

 Developing a seismic network, with nodes distributed across the entire lunar surface.  This 

would help answer many of the questions related to the second science concept in the 2007 

NRC report.  It would also allow for improved calibration of crustal thickness models in areas 

beyond those studied by the Apollo 12 and 14 seismic experiments. 

Location Latitude Longitude

2a;2c;2d -74.6 132.2 500

Zeeman 2a;2b -75.5 -136.0 500

Bailly 2c -66.0 -66.9 500

Antoniadi 2a;2b;2d -69.5 -173.2 1000

Olivine Hill 2a;2b -57.0 -160.0 1000

Von Karman 2a;2b;2d -44.8 175.9 >1000

Apollo 2c -36.3 -152.0 >1000

Bose 2a -54.2 -169.6 >1000

Ingenii 2d -43.0 165.0 >1000

Leibnitz 2d -38.7 179.0 >1000

Oppenheimer 2d -35.9 -166.0 >1000

NRC Goals 
addressed

Distance from 
south pole (km)

Schrödinger
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SCIENCE CONCEPT 3: KEY PLANETARY PROCESSES ARE MANIFESTED IN THE 

DIVERSITY OF LUNAR CRUSTAL ROCKS 

While the samples returned by the Apollo and Luna missions have been invaluable to the study of lunar 

geology, the relatively limited sampling area suggests our sampling of lunar lithologies is incomplete.  The 

SPA basin may provide an opportunity to sample a range of materials from different parts of the lunar crust 

and of widely ranging ages (Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979; Jolliff et al., 2003). 

Observations of the compositional characteristics of the Moon‟s surface materials have enabled lunar 

geologists to develop models of lunar geological evolution.  Fundamental to all of these theories is the 

differentiation of the Moon and resulting formation of a lunar crust and differentiated interior (Fig. 8.19).  

This concept is described with the global magma ocean hypothesis (Smith et al., 1970; Wood et al., 1970; 

Warren, 1985). 

 

FIGURE 8.19  a. Idealized cross-section of major lunar crustal terranes.  (Source: Planetary Science 

Research Discoveries, University of Hawaii).  b. Idealized cross-section of the lunar megaregolith. (Hörz 

et al., 1991) 

The hypothesis involves the formation of global magma ocean due to the heating by rapid accretion.  

This is followed by a period of differentiation, in which denser mafic minerals (olivine and pyroxene) sink 

to the bottom of the system, while less dense plagioclase floats to the top to form the early lunar crust.  In 

between the crust and mantle, a residual layer of incompatible elements formed, which lunar geologists 

refer to as KREEP, due to the concentrations of Potassium (K), Rare Earth Elements (REE) and 

Phosphorus (P).  This hypothesis provides us with a number of testable predictions about the lunar crust 
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with regard to the SPA region.  For example, if SPA has exposed the upper mantle or lower crust of the 

Moon, we should observe more mafic materials on the basin floor.  Similarly, if the KREEP layer was 

globally distributed below the crust of the Moon, and the SPA impact excavated below the crust, then the 

geochemical KREEP signature should be apparent in the material excavated by the formation of the basin, 

as it is around the many of the nearside basins (Jolliff et al., 2000). 

Science Goal 3a: Determine the extent and composition of the primary feldspathic crust, KREEP 

layer, and other products of planetary differentiation 

One of the primary advantages of studying a cratered planetary surface is that many materials which 

would normally be buried are exposed by the cratering process.  Impact ejecta, for example, will contain 

excavated material and should be considered an important source for geologic samples of buried crustal 

lithologies (Kring, 2009).  However, exposures of crustal material at exposed scarps within the basin may 

provide the best opportunities for investigating the vertical structure of the lunar crust, and may make it 

possible to collect samples of upper and lower crustal rocks.  Using the topographic data from Kaguya and 

Clementine images, several craters and basins have been identified as possibly having such exposures: 

 Apollo Basin (36.3°S, 152.0°W; Fig. 8.16) – the north east basin walls approach the edge of SPA 

and the farside highlands.  Consequently these walls exhibit vertical relief of more than 7 km in some 

places.  From an operational perspective these scarps may be hard to access.  A detailed study of possible 

traverse routes is needed.  If the exposures are not accessible, then samples that were eroded and deposited 

on the basin floor can be collected. 

 Schrödinger Basin (74.6°S, 132.2°E; Figs. 8.16 and 8.20a) – analysis of Kaguya topography data 

shows the southern walls of Schrödinger to be ~6 km high.  They exhibit large (~2 km vertical relief) scarp 

faces, although as with Apollo, these may be hard to access for direct observation and sampling.  

Schrödinger has the advantage of being younger (Lower Imbrian) than Apollo (pre-Nectarian), and is 

therefore likely to have fresher basin walls, and be covered by less regolith. 

 Antoniadi (69.5°S, 173.2°W; Figs. 8.16 and 8.20b) – several locations around the walls of 

Antoniadi (depth – 4.51 km) are observed to exhibit dramatic scarp slopes (>3 km vertical relief).  

Stratification within one of the western scarps of the basin may be visible in Clementine enhanced colour 

imagery.  Antoniadi is even younger (Upper Imbrian) than Schrödinger. 

 Lyman (65.1°S, 1161.9°E; Figs. 8.16 and 8.21d) – as with Antoniadi, close inspection of the south 

eastern scarp slopes in Lyman (depth – 3.84 km) possibly reveals evidence of stratification. 

 Hausen (65.5°S, 88.2°W; Figs. 8.16 and 8.21a) – the south west region of Hausen (depth – 4.73 

km) is another location which exhibits large scarp slopes possibly showing evidence of stratification.  

Hausen is believed to be Eratosthenian in age, making it the youngest of these locations, and should have 

fresher crater walls. 
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FIGURE 8.20 Locations of interest, imaged by the Clementine probe. a. Schrodinger basin (depth – 

unknown); b. Antoniadi basin (depth – 4.51 km); c. Von Karman crater (depth – 4.84 km); d. Zeeman 

crater (depth – 4.92 km).  Red dashes mark exposed scarp slopes which may show layering/stratification.  

White dashed lines indicate approximate paths of topographic profiles obtained (Fig. 8.22). 

Schrödinger, Antoniadi, Lyman, and Hausen are located within 1000 km of the lunar south pole, 

making them accessible for longer traverse studies.  However, if traverses are limited to distances of 500 

km limit from the south pole, then Schrödinger basin is the best target location.  Higher resolution imagery 

of these locations would be particularly useful for confirming the presence of layering in the crater walls. 

Remote sensing from the Apollo, Clementine, and Lunar Prospector missions have revealed large 

variations in the composition of the lunar surface (Lucey et al., 1998; Pieters, 2001; Lucey, 2004; 2005; 

Gillis et al., 2003; 2004) (Fig. 8.23).  This is most clearly observable in the dichotomy between regions of 

feldspathic highland material and regions of mare basalt material.  Figure 8.19 is an idealized cross-section 

of how the lithologies making up the lunar crust might relate to one another.  Jolliff et al. (2000) attempted 

to further categorize the observed variations in lunar crustal compositions by dividing the lunar surface into 

three major ancient crustal terranes.  These include the Feldspathic Highlands Terrane (FHT), the 
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Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT) and the South Pole-Aitken Terrane (SPAT).  The FHT is believed to 

represent the ancient feldspathic crust and the PKT is a region centered around several of the near side 

mare-filled basins which exhibit unusually high concentrations of incompatible elements indicative of 

KREEP-rich material.  Both of these terranes have been sampled to a certain extent by the Apollo and Luna 

missions.  Jolliff et al. (2000) describe the SPAT as a large mafic anomaly.  Based on multispectral 

mapping from Clementine data (Lucey et al. 1998), the SPAT is observed to have an average FeO 

concentration of 7–14 wt. % (Fig. 8.23).  The unusual nature of the SPAT is believed to be a result of the 

basin exposing more noritic lower crustal material (Pieters et al., 1997). 

Material from greater depths within the Moon (possibly including material from the lunar mantle) may 

also have been sampled by impact craters and basins within SPA (Lucey et al., 1998).  If this is the case it 

is likely that this material could be found within the central peaks and peak rings of larger craters and 

basins, which are thought to contain material which has originated from the deepest points.  Spectral data 

from the Clementine mission has been used to identify possible locations of sampled mantle material 

(Pieters et al., 2001; Lucey, 2004), however some questions remain over the interpretation of this data.  For 

this reason, it is clear that better spectral data will be of great value when trying to identify areas of exposed 

mantle material.  Pieters et al. (2001) in particular identified an area (which they refer to as „Olivine Hill‟  

57°S, 160°W) of unusually olivine-rich composition near the center of SPA, which they propose as a 

possible sign of exposed mantle material.  Sampling this region therefore would be of interest, in order to 

test whether mantle material actually has been exposed. 

Our own attempts to identify craters with central peaks and impact melt which may have sampled 

mantle material identified several locations of interest.  Our results suggest that the 180 km diameter crater, 

Von Karman is the most likely to have excavated and melted mantle material (Fig. 8.18), however the 

crater is located well beyond the 1000 km maximum traverse limit from the south pole.  Antoniadi basin is 

within 1000 km of the south pole, while Zeeman is located within 500 km of the south pole, both of these 

might have sampled mantle material (Fig. 8.18). 

One possible complication of identifying mantle material within SPA is the large volume of impact melt 

which would almost certainly have been generated by the formation of the basin (Cintala and Grieve, 

1998).  Several studies have investigated the concept of impact melt sheet differentiation (Grieve et al., 

1991; Schuraytz and Sharpton, 1993; Warren, 1993; Morrison, 1998).  If mantle material was included in 

the SPA melt sheet, then it is possible that a „true‟ mantle composition would not be exposed on the basin 

floor, due to melt sheet differentiation (Morrison, 1998). 

Concentrations of Th within SPA are significantly lower than those observed in the PKT (Lucey et al., 

2006), however regions of increased Th are observed in Apollo and Lunar Prospector gamma ray 

spectrometer (GRS) data (Lawrence et al., 1998;1999).  Various explanations have been proposed for the 

origin of these Th anomalies (Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Hawke and Spudis, 1980; Haskin, 1998; Wieczorek 

and Zuber, 2001; Garrick-Bethell and Zuber, 2005), focusing particularly on a region in the north-west of 

the basin, near Van de Graaff basin.  These theories are broadly divided in to two categories:  

(1) Those that consider the anomaly to be the effect of antipodal ejecta from a large near-side 

basin (either Imbrium or Serenitatis) in the PKT (Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wieczorek and 

Zuber, 2001; Jolliff et al., 2002). 

(2) Those that consider the anomaly to be of indigenous origin, either relating to the formation of 

the basin itself or due to emplacement of Th-rich material at a later time, possibly by volcanic 

processes (Hawke and Spudis, 1980; Garrick-Bethell and Zuber, 2005).  There seems to be 

growing consensus that this is the more likely theory. 

Because Th is typically used as a tracer for KREEP material, the Th-anomaly within SPA should be a 

key target location for understanding the nature and extent of the KREEP layer.  For this reason we suggest 

the craters Birkeland (30.4°S, 173.8°E; Fig. 8.24) and Oresme V (41.0°S, 165.1°E; Fig. 8.24) which lie 

centrally in the regions of highest Th concentration.  Also of interest are a number of the craters containing 

mare basalt which appears to have subdued the Th signature.  The best examples of these are Leibnitz 

(38.7°S, 179.0°E; Fig. 8.24) and Von Karman (44.8°S, 175.9°E; Fig. 8.24).  Both of these craters have 

smaller craters within them which have impacted into the mare basalt on the crater floors (Fig. 8.19c), and 

may have re-exposed Th-rich material. 
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The constraint of a 1000 km limit from the South Pole severely restricts this particular aspect of site 

location, as the Th-anomaly is most pronounced in the north west of the basin.  The craters Antoniadi and 

Numerov both appear to exhibit areas of higher concentrations of Th, especially on the ridge which 

separates them.  Abbe M is also located within an area of increased Th concentrations.  These three craters 

all lie within 1000 km of the south pole.  Within 500 km of the south pole there is very little evidence of the 

Th anomaly with the exception of a minor occurrence in Zeeman crater. 

Science Goal 3b: Inventory the variety, age, distribution, and origin of lunar rock types 

Photogeologic studies of the basin have provided considerable information about the variety of rock 

types in the region.  The geology of SPA is mapped in the USGS maps of the lunar far side (Stuart-

Alexander, 1978) and south pole (Wilhelms et al., 1979).  For the sake of this study we have used ArcGIS 

(Version 9.3) to combine these maps, as well as the surrounding maps (Wilhelms and McCauley, 1971; 

Scott et al., 1977; Wilhelms and El-Baz, 1977). 

In order to study the ages of the rocks within the SPA basin we have grouped together geologic units 

(Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979) according to the lunar geologic periods defined by 

Wilhelms (1987) (Fig. 8.25a).  The ages of some units have been changed according to studies subsequent 

to the original publication of the maps.  Most notably, Schrödinger basin (originally believed to be of 

Nectarian age was re-classified by Shoemaker et al., (1994) as being of Upper Imbrian age.  A similar map 

was produced to help understand the variety and origin of rock types in the basin (Fig. 8.25b).  For this 

map, geologic units were grouped according to the unit descriptions provided in the original USGS maps.  

This map highlights the concentration of mare basalt within the north of the basin. 

A key goal of any future lunar mission should be to provide ground truth for areas which have not been 

previously sampled in order to aid in the interpretation of remote sensing data.  For example, sampling 

areas within the basin which are believed to represent the more noritic lower crust, and then comparing 

these with samples of more feldspathic upper crustal material which have already been obtained by the 

Apollo missions will help increase our understanding of the diversity of lunar lithologies. 

Science Goal 3c: Determine the composition of the lower crust and bulk Moon 

Rocks from the lower lunar crust are generally believed to be exposed throughout SPA.  Such materials 

have never been directly sampled before.  Therefore, sampling and studying the lithologies within the basin 

will almost certainly yield new information about the rocks with make up the lower crust and help constrain 

theories about the formation of the lunar crust. 

The process of determining the composition of the bulk Moon would be greatly aided by the acquisition 

of samples from the lunar mantle.  As with several of the previous Science Goals this will rely on 

identifying craters and basins which may have sampled mantle material.  The specific locations discussed 

previously will, therefore, be applicable here. 

Science Goal 3d: Quantify the local and regional complexity of the current lunar crust 

SPA has a range of crustal characteristics which would be worthwhile to investigate.  One of the key 

features of SPA is the fact that the basin appears to have caused dramatic crustal thinning, and has 

excavated a large amount of the lunar crust, possibly even mantle material (Lucey et al., 1998).  The local 

and regional complexity of the current lunar crust can therefore be examined by comparing samples of 

lower crust which have been dredged up in ejecta in craters, and exposed in uplifts throughout SPA. 

The basin is also adjacent to the farside lunar highlands, which include the greatest points of elevation 

on the Moon and what is believed to be the thickest area of lunar crust.  This would make the north basin 

rim a interesting target location.  Such extreme changes in topography may provide ideal outcrops for 

examining the nature of the far side highlands and performing geophysical studies which could help clarify 

the reason for the non-symmetric distribution of lunar crust.  While the north of SPA might be an 

interesting target locations for obtaining samples from the far side highlands, there are also locations closer 

to the south pole which may provide similar opportunities.  Hausen crater is within 1000 km of the south 

pole and lies on the edge of SPA.  Clementine data shows it to be mostly outside of the major mafic 

anomaly associated with SPA (Fig. 8.23) - further evidence that the crater is sampling lithologies different 

to those found elsewhere in the basin. 
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Obtaining samples of the farside highlands may also be possible within SPA by sampling ejecta from 

large craters just outside of the basin.  Stuart-Alexander et al. (1978) indicate that material from the 

Orientale basin for example can be found around the eastern edge of the basin.  There are no mapped 

occurrences of Orientale material within 500 km of the south pole, however Boltzmann crater (74.9°S, 

90.0°W), which lies approximately 1000 km from the south pole may contain some Orientale ejecta 

(Stuart-Alexander et al., 1978). 

Science Goal 3e: Determine the vertical extent and structure of the megaregolith 

The megaregolith is the term used to describe the upper few kilometers of the lunar crust which have 

become fragmented and chaotically mixed by continuous impact processes (Taylor et al., 1991).  This layer 

of ejecta has been estimated to be approximately 2–3 km thick by conservative estimates, and the 

underlying structural disturbance is thought to extend more than 10 km in highland areas (Hörz et al., 

1991).  More recent modelling by Petro and Pieters (2008) indicates that the cumulative amount of material 

redistributed across the Moon by basin formation may amount to 0.1–1 km.  These values are poorly 

constrained, however, and require more in situ data to be evaluated, particularly in terranes that are older 

than the terranes of the Apollo sites. 

The range of crater and basin depths within SPA means that it may be possible to test these estimates 

for the vertical extent of the megaregolith by locating by locating exposed stratigraphy in basin walls and 

scarps.  Ideally young craters would be chosen as these would be the least likely to be severely modified by 

further impacts, and therefore might preserve megaregolith structure in their walls.  O‟Day (Latitude = -

30.60; Longitude = 157.50) is a Copernican crater with an apparent depth of 3.65 km (Losiak et al., 2008).  

Several large Eratosthenian craters are also observed within SPA, including Hausen (65.5°S, 88.2°W; 

apparent depth = 4.73 km), Finsen (42.6°S, 178.0°W; apparent depth = 3.67 km), and Birkeland (30.4°S, 

173.8°E; apparent depth = 3.82 km).  Of these craters, only Hausen is with 1000 km of the south pole.   

The structure of the megaregolith can also be studied using geophysical studies.  For example ground 

penetrating radar (GPR) would provide a means of studying the upper regolith layer and possibly some of 

the underlying layers of the megaregolith (Fig. 8.20).  Preliminary studies of lunar rover mounted GPR 

equipment have demonstrated the ability to probe depths of 0.5–3 m in terrestrial lunar analogue sites 

(Heggy et al., 2009).  In order to study much below the top few metres of the megaregolith it would be 

necessary to employ seismic survey techniques. 
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FIGURE 8.21 Locations of interest, imaged by the Clementine probe. a. Hausen crater (depth – 4.73 

km); b. Bose crater (depth – 3.94 km); c. Birkeland crater (depth – 3.82 km); d. Lyman crater (depth – 

3.84 km).  Red dashes mark exposed scarp slopes which may show layering/stratification.  White dashed 

lines indicates approximate paths of topographic profiles obtained (Fig. 23d; 23e). 
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FIGURE 8.22 Cross section profiles of the 5 basins and craters identified in 9.3a as possibly having 

scarp slopes suitable for studying crustal stratigraphy (y-axis = elevation in km; x-axis = distance from 

center of SPA in km).  All profiles have a vertical exaggeration of 20×. 
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FIGURE 8.23 Compositional maps derived from Clementine data. a. USGS false colour ratio map.  b. 

FeO (wt. %) as derived from Clementine spectral data (Gillis et al., 2004). 
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FIGURE 8.24 Th concentrations, as mapped by Lunar Prospector (Lawrence et al., 1998, 1999).  

Locations marked indicate those which are believed to be of interest when studying the Th anomaly. 
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FIGURE 8.25 Geologic maps of SPA, adapted from the work of Stuart-Alexander (1978) and Wilhelms et 

al. (1979). a. Geologic units have been combined according to their location on the lunar stratigraphic 

column (Wilhelms, 1987) and adjusted to compensate for subsequent studies (Shoemaker et al., 1994).  b. 

Geologic units have been combined according their lithologic types.  Black area on both maps (including 

and adjacent to the south pole) indicates a lack of data coverage.  The South Pole is marked on both maps 

with a white star. 
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Summary 

TABLE 8.3 NRC 2007 Science Concept 3 target locations (favored sites highlighted). 

 

The locations discussed for concept 9.3 have been summarized above.  It is apparent that several 

locations (highlighted) are particularly attractive target sites for addressing multiple science goals.  For a 

500 km traverse, we have chosen Zeeman as a top priority location.  For a 1000 km traverse, Hausen was 

chosen.  For a >1000 km sortie, Bose was chosen. 

Recommendations 

Following this study, we have a number of suggestions for future studies which we believe would be 

important focus on, prior to making final plans for future manned lunar missions.  These include: 

 Detailed re-evaluation of geologic mapping of the South Pole-Aitken Basin area, utilizing 

datasets which have become available since the original maps were made (Stuart-Alexander, 

1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979). 

 Higher resolution visual and spectral imagery, so that observations of small scale features 

(such as stratification in basin walls) can be confirmed, and predictions of exposed materials 

from spectral signatures can be refined. 

 Sample return missions to several key locations (e.g., Olivine Hill, Bose Borehole, Antoniadi 

etc.) in order to provide ground truth for spectrally derived mineral maps. 

 

 

SCIENCE CONCEPT 4: THE LUNAR POLES ARE SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTS THAT MAY 

BEAR WITNESS TO THE VOLATILE FLUX OVER THE LATTER PART OF SOLAR SYSTEM 

HISTORY. 

While the Moon hosts many unique environments, the shadowed polar areas are inherently limited to 

two locations.  The South Pole-Aitken Basin obviously plays host to one of these poles; the one, in fact, 

that has over 2/3 of the total permanently shadowed area on the Moon (Noda et al., 2008).  These areas 

have historically been regarded as cold traps for lunar volatiles (Watson et al., 1961).  Any full 

Location Latitude Longitude

Zeeman 3a;3c;3d -75.5 -136.0 500

3a -74.6 132.2 500

Hausen 3a;3d;3e -65.5 -88.2 1000

Antoniadi 3a;3c;3d -69.5 -173.2 1000

Olivine Hill 3a;3c;3d -57.0 -160.0 1000

Abbe M 3a -61.9 174.8 1000

Lyman 3a -65.1 161.9 1000

Numerov 3a -70.6 -162.9 1000

Von Karman 3a;3c;3d -44.8 175.9 >1000

Bose 3a;3c;3d -54.2 -169.6 >1000

Birkeland 3a;3e -30.4 173.8 >1000

Apollo 3a -36.3 -152.0 >1000

Boltzmann 3d -74.9 -90.0 >1000

Finsen 3e -42.6 -178.0 >1000

Leibnitz 3a -38.7 179.0 >1000

O'Day 3e -30.6 157.5 >1000

Oresme V 3a -41.0 165.1 >1000

NRC Goals 
addressed

Distance from 
south pole (km)

Schrödinger
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investigation of SPA could therefore involve a study of the polar regions, especially if a lunar outpost is 

built at the south pole.  This section will therefore focus on the science that can be recovered from volatile 

deposits, how this might be accomplished, and where are good locations to study these volatiles, and cold 

silicate regolith in general. 

Science Goal 4a: Determine the compositional state (elemental, isotopic, mineralogic) and 

compositional distribution (lateral and depth) of the volatile component in lunar polar regions. 

Currently, the only dataset that has definitively measured volatiles at lunar poles is the Lunar Prospector 

Neutron Spectrometer (LP NS) (Feldman et al., 2000).  While its measurement and mapping of epithermal 

neutrons does show that hydrogen is more concentrated at the south pole than in the general lunar surface, 

it did not have sufficient spatial resolution to correlate the hydrogen to terrain features, nor could it 

determine the compositional state of that hydrogen.  The National Research Council (2007) identified these 

two deficiencies the single most important problem to be addressed in lunar exploration after impact 

chronology. 

The compositional state of south polar volatiles has been the subject of much theoretical discussion, and 

is described in further detail below.  Briefly, the raw LP NS data do not discriminate between solar wind 

hydrogen residing in the surfaces of regolith grains (Crider and Vondrak, 2000; Heber et al., 2003), 

subsurface water ice physically mixed into the regolith (Vasavada et al., 1999; Crider and Vondrak, 2003a), 

hydrated minerals (Cocks et al., 2002), or even clathrates (Duxbury et al., 2001).  While the real south pole 

may contain contributions from all these possible states, one or two will probably dominate.  Determining 

those dominant states will require in-situ investigation on and in the lunar polar surface.  While a  few 

simple surface measurements would drive down much of the present uncertainty, a full study will require 

extensive sampling at a variety of shadowed locations, and return of cryogenically-cooled samples to Earth. 

 

FIGURE 8.26 South pole topography; ULCN 2007 above 85˚S, Kaguya LALT below 85˚S; the lunar 

farside is down. 
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FIGURE 8.27 Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer hydrogen concentrations, with shaded relief 

overlaid. 

While the lateral distribution of LP NS epithermal neutrons could only be measured to the nearest half-

degree (Feldman et al., 2000), subsequent noise-reduction analysis coupled with assumptions about the 

coverage of shadowed areas has offered a potentially higher resolution maps (Elphic et al., 2007; Eke et al., 

2009).  These maps appear to show that the observed hydrogen signal could best be explained by 

concentrated water ice on the floors of certain shadowed craters, specifically Shackleton, de Gerlache, 

Faustini, and Cabaeus.  The results from terrestrial radar is less conclusive, with Shoemaker and Faustini, 

for example, showing increased circular polarization albedo, due either to subsurface ice or blocky 

Orientale ejecta on their surfaces (Campbell and Campbell, 2006).  Most recently, laser altimetry from the 

Kaguya spacecraft has allowed high-resolution shadowing maps of the south pole to be constructed, 

correlating well with prior estimates (Noda et al., 2008).  The basic lateral distribution of polar hydrogen is 

thus known to a much better extent than its other properties, and future remote sensing will only improve it.  

Surface investigation of this distribution should therefore be focused chiefly on small-scale variations 

within polar craters. 

The variation of polar volatiles with depth is not as well constrained as lateral distribution or even 

composition.  Thermal diffusive modeling shows that water ice, under certain thermal regimes, will migrate 

downward in to the regolith (Crider and Vondrak, 2003b; Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007).  As the ice 

migrates downward, micrometeorite impacts will heat and churn the top  few centimeters, leaving a mostly 

desiccated top layer.  This layer may not be totally dry, however, as certain hydrates created in the regolith 

could survive at or nearer to the surface (Cocks et al., 2002).  In addition, since the downward diffusion 

increases with temperature, the maximum column-inegrated water ice density may at surfaces with 

temperatures between 110–120 K (Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007).  Low surface density molecular or 

atomic hydrogen in the regolith, however, would not necessarily be confined in the upper few centimeters.  

High dynamic-range optical observations of the interior of Shackleton crater show that its floor is similar in 

albedo and texture to the walls, confirming that any ice must be in the subsurface (Haruyama et al., 2008).  

Determining the vertical distribution of polar volatiles, therefore, requires the direct measurements of 

volatile contributions and compositions with depth down at least a few centimeters into the regolith, and up 
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to one meter.  This investigation needs to be preformed a several different sites, preferable with different 

surface temperatures and illuminations. 

The best sites to send surface investigations are therefore ones that can address as many of these 

questions as possible in the shortest spatial distance (see Figs. 8.26–8.31).  Shackleton is the best studied, 

as its rim is on the south pole.  According to Kaguya LALT altimetry, its floor is 4 km below its rim, with 

an average grade of approximately 25% on its walls.  It is therefore close to a potential outpost location, but 

would require careful access planning.  Fasutini is less often cited, but according to the analysis of Elphic et 

al. (2007), should have a similar hydrogen content to Shackleton, but with an increasing gradient across it 

floor from north to south (Fig. 8.30). Shoemaker is similar, but with potentially lower hydrogen (Elphic et 

al., 2007).  While these craters are further from the south pole, the gradient in Faustini would be an 

excellent location for an overland traverse to measure volatile concentration and depth as a function of 

mean surface temperature.  There is also an unnamed crater between Shackleton and Faustini that also 

appears to have a significant amount of hydrogen, and has much shallower slopes than any of the named 

craters.  Cabaeus and de Gerlache both show higher hydrogen than Shackleton in the Elphic et al. (2007) 

model, correlating well with the terrain model in Noda et al. (2008), which shows relatively large craters on 

the floors of both major craters.  These floor craters are protected from sunlight reflected off the main 

craters‟ rims, and are thus potentially the richest areas in volatiles.  Cabaeus has a larger hydrogen signal, 

but is more distant from the pole than de Gerlache. 

Science Goal 4b: Determine the source(s) for lunar polar volatiles. 

The most controversial aspect of the Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer south polar hydrogen map 

is whether it represents enrichments in solar wind implanted molecular and atomic hydrogen, or H2O, either 

in the form of ice or hydrated minerals.  Since the Moon generally appears to be depleted in volatile 

elements (Ringwood and Kesson, 1977), exogenic sources of water are commonly suggested, including 

chondritic asteroids (Warner et al., 1983), rarer but more volatile-rich comets (Klumov and Berezhnoi, 

2002), and even interstellar molecular clouds inducing a spike in volatile-rich micrometeorites (Wimmer-

Schweingruber and Bochsler, 2000).  In addition, when micrometeorites impact regolith rich in solar wind 

implanted hydrogen, they can reduce FeO and produce H2O vapor (Arnold, 1979).  This process may 

produce several tonnes of water per year (Crider and Vondrak, 2003b). 

Given the number of sources suggested for polar hydrogen, it is likely that several contribute to the 

signal seen by Lunar Prospector.  If found, the source of molecular hydrogen in the regolith would be the 

most straightforward to identify (Crider and Vondrak, 2000).  However, if the enhanced solar-wind 

hydrogen in shadowed regions is not sufficient to explain the observed epithermal neutron signal (Eke et 

al., 2009), then a form of water may be present.  D/H ratios may be useful in determining the water‟s 

origin, but could suffer from fractionation during transport (Klumov and Berezhnoi, 2002).  In addition, 

careful consideration should be given to the providence of trace volatiles found in polar cold traps, given 

the variety of sources they may have come from, and the fractionation they could have endured.  If, 

however, a wide enough sampling of volatiles can be obtained and the fractionations understood, trace 

gases could provide a unique record of the sources of lunar impactors. 
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FIGURE 8.28 Kaguya LALT topography to 85˚S. 

 

FIGURE 8.29 Mean solar illumination (Noda et al., 2008). 

While remote sensing has thus far not been able to resolve the origin of polar hydrogen, higher-

resolution neutron and reflective spectroscopy, as being preformed currently by the LEND and M
3
 

instruments currently will help considerably (Pieters et al., 2007; Sanin et al., 2009).  The simplest surface 
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test of polar volatile origin would a small surface mission to a hydrogen-rich area of the south pole which 

could distinguish between subsurface water ice and solar hydrogen (see Figs. 8.27 and 8.30).  Such a 

mission could then be followed by more intensive exploration of a wider range of areas, in order to 

characterize the full picture of south polar hydrogen (e.g., Kring and Rademacher, 2007). 

The localization of polar hydrogen will drive the planning for any south polar human outpost.  If it is 

mainly in the form of molecular or atomic hydrogen, it could be distributed over a wide area (Crider and 

Vondrak, 2000). This would require extraction techniques that process only the top few centimeters of 

regolith across a large region.  Conversely, water ice would probably be concentrated below the floors of 

permanently shadowed craters, and in the parts of the walls that average a temperature of 110–120 K 

(Schorgofer and Taylor, 2007).  These sites would thus require extraction techniques that dig up to a meter 

into the regolith, but over a smaller area.  It is thus crucial to outpost planning to know the source of polar 

hydrogen at the earliest possible date (e.g., Kring, 2007). 

Science Goal 4c: Understand the transport, retention, alteration, and loss processes that operate on 

volatile materials at permanently shaded lunar regions. 

Intertwined with the question of what the origins of polar volatiles are is the question of what processes 

brought them to the south pole, and what processes have affected them since.  While observations have 

been made of volatile migration along the lunar terminator (Feldman and Morrison, 1991), latitudinal 

migration has not been commensurately studied.  Numerical Monte Carlo modeling of hydrogen and water 

vapor transport shows that both will migrate to the poles, though with varying estimated efficiencies 

(Butler, 1997; Crider and Vondrak, 2000; Hodges, 2002).  

Since permanently shadowed areas are protected from the Sun and the Moon is geologically quiescent, 

they should only be altered by non-solar exogenic inputs.  Galactic cosmic rays and Lyman- could erode 

surface ice (Cocks et al., 2002), as would micrometeorite impact heat and gardening (Crider and Vondrak, 

2003a,b).  Several studies have shown that water ice will sublimate and thermally diffuse downwards, 

below weathering depths, in regolith that is not too cold (Vasavada et al., 1999; Crider and Vondrak, 

2003a; Schorgofer and Taylor, 2007).  In addition, before the ice migrates downwards, it may hydrate 

surface minerals (such as ilmenite to goethite), leaving behind thermally stable hydrates on the surface 

(Cocks et al., 2002). 

Understanding the transport and alteration process for polar volatiles must be approached from two 

separate directions: environment and present state.  The environment in which polar volatiles find 

themselves can be measured by observing the latitudinal volatile migration, and thus better constraining the 

assumed transport efficiency.  In addition, surface measurements of the micrometeorite flux over a full 

Earth orbit would help determine the rate of space weathering.  Finally, like all the Science Goals in 

Science Concept 4, samples would need to be obtained and returned of volatile-rich polar regolith (see 

Figs. 28, 31 for locations).  Drive tubes at a variety of surface temperatures and illuminations would be best 

to measure space weathering, though like all volatile samples, they would need to be cryogenically 

preserved during the return to Earth. 

Surface observation stations for volatile transport would be best placed at several different latitudes.  

Surface missions to farther north in SPA could therefore deploy zenith-looking volatile observational 

stations as part of their deployed science payload.  In addition, weathering rates may change faster than 

volatile concentration, and so a series of shallow drive tubes during a long traverse could be very useful in 

characterizing the space weathering rate. 

Science Goal 4d: Understand the physical properties of the extremely cold (and possibly volatile rich) 

polar regolith. 

The polar shadowed regions are interesting for the very fact that they are so cold, but this property 

presents its own problems.  Being shaded from the Sun, the regolith is exposed to the same cosmic ray 

exposure as a particle in interstellar space, though enhanced somewhat by the magnetotail of the Earth 

(Potter et al., 2000).   Micrometeorite impacts occur at the same rate as elsewhere on the Moon, but the 

cooler regolith temperatures may alter or inhibit the formation of agglutinate glasses (von Gunten et al., 

1982). 
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Both radar (Campbell and Campbell, 2006) and long-exposure optical (Haruyama et al., 2008) 

observations have been made of the interiors of shadowed craters.  The radar measurements by Campbell 

and Campbell (2006) show a number of craters with smooth-appearing floors (e.g., Shoemaker and 

Faustini) that show an unexpectedly high circular polarization ratio.  If these values are not due to 

subsurface ice, then Campbell and Campbell (2006) suggest they could be a melt-rich layer of Orientale 

ejecta.  The optical images of the interior of Shackleton by the Kaguya spacecraft appeared not to show 

exposed surface ice on the floor of the crater (Haruyama et al., 2008).  Any ice in the crater, therefore, must 

in the subsurface. 

This is consistent with prior modeling, which has shown that water ice is only stable below a layer of 

desiccated regolith (Vasavada et al., 1999; Cocks et al., 2002; Crider and Vondrak, 2003a; Schorgofer and 

Taylor, 2007).  Vasavada et al. (1999) showed that several centimeters of dry regolith is probably sufficient 

to slow the sublimation rate of ice below ~110 K to be geologically slow to be stable. Cocks et al. (2002), 

however, show that hydrated minerals are stable on the surface, and could remain after ice had migrated 

downward.  Schorgofer and Taylor (2007) show that the maximum ice capacity regolith may exist between 

110 K and 120 K. 

 

FIGURE 8.30 Pixon-recovered Water-Equivalent Hydrogen (WEH) percent from Elphic et al. (2007); the 

white circle is 85˚S, C is Cabaeus, dG is de Gerlache, S is Shackleton, Sh is Shoemaker, F is Faustini. 
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FIGURE 8.31 Slope map generated from Kaguya laser altimetry, with example traverses overlaid (see 

Table 8.4). Slopes calculated at 0.5 km lateral resolution. 

 

TABLE 8.4 Example south polar traverse targets. 

 

Target 

Latitude 

Target 

Longitude 

Distance 

(km) 

Mean 

Slope 

Max 

Slope 

Elphic et al. 

(2007) 

WEH% 

Shackleton 89.7˚S 129˚E 10 20˚ 30˚ 0.5 

(unnamed) 88.2˚S 115˚E 72 6˚ 15˚ 0.5 

de Gerlache 87.2˚S 85˚E 78 8˚ 20˚ 0.7 

Faustini 88.3˚S 92˚W 140 5˚ 15˚ 0.4 

Malapert 85.9˚S 1.0˚W 260 5˚ 15˚ n/a 

 

The next great step in understanding the polar regolith will be to map the temperature of south pole as a 

function of both the diurnal and seasonal cycles, as is currently being performed by the DIVNER 

instrument on LRO (Paige et al., 2009)  In addition, high-resolution radar observations by the Mini-SAR 

and Mini-RF instruments will help to further constrain regolith properties (Spudis et al., 2009).  Surface 

investigations of the regolith will need to be performed at a variety of regolith temperatures, and need go 

down at least 10 cm in order to characterize the migration of water ice, and any hydrated minerals it leaves 

behind.  In-situ temperature sensors could be placed at various depths below the regolith in partially 

shadowed areas, with the goal of profiling diurnal and seasonal temperature variations with depth. Regolith 

samples measuring agglutinate production would not be temperature sensitive, while hydrated minerals 

would be more so, and ice-bearing samples would need to remain at cryogenic temperatures.  Finally, the 
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mechanical properties of the regolith should be measured as a function of temperature, especially the 

porosity. 

The most advantageous sites to study extremely cold regolith are areas that have a wide range of 

temperatures in a short spatial extent.  The walls of deep craters, especially Shackleton, provide this 

variation right next to a permanently shadowed floor.  The pole-facing walls of Shoemaker and Fastini also 

display this variation, though their floors may have a more spread-out thermal gradient across a relatively 

flat terrain.  This latter option may be more desirable for traversing in a long-distance rover. 

Science Goal 4e: Determine what the cold polar regolith reveals about the ancient solar environment. 

Even if the hydrogen signal recorded by the Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer is not dominated 

by solar wind-implanted hydrogen, the lunar south pole is still an excellent site to collect solar wind 

samples.  The major loss mechanisms for solar wind species from regolith are frictional erosion from 

impacts and thermal diffusion (Herber et al., 2003).  The lower temperatures at the south pole will certainly 

lower thermal diffusion rates, and may dampen the effectiveness of impact erosion (Starukhina, 2005).  In 

addition, the lower temperatures will stop most of the fractionation of solar isotopes due to diffusion, better 

preserving the solar record. 

Solar isotopic ratios that have been identified as useful in tracking the Sun‟s evolution include D/H 

(Crider and Vondrak, 2000), 
3
He/

4
He (Herber et al., 2003; Starukhina, 2005), 

15
N/

14
N (Marty et al., 2003), 

17
O/

16
O and 

18
O/

16
O (Ireland et al., 2007; Hashizume  and Chaussidon, 2008), and 

20
Ne/

22
Ne (Herber et al., 

2003).  He, N, and Ne all adhere very easily to ilmenite-rich grains.  Ilmenite, however, may not be 

abundant at the south pole, which mainly consists of highlands terrain, and so the highest value solar wind 

samples will be those from very cold paleoregoliths. 

As regolith grows at a rate of approximately 1 mm/million years (Arnold, 1975), the best record of the 

solar wind 3-4 billion years ago is in the oldest preserved regoliths.  Since there not thought to be any 

crytomare at the south pole, horizontal drilling or trenching into crater walls may provide the only source of 

old regolith. In addition, temperature measurement should be at each location of regolith collection, so as to 

quantify the solar wind loss rate.  

Properly identifying the locations of potential paleoregoliths at the south pole will require higher 

resolution imagining, spectroscopy, and altimetry of the region.  LROC and LOLA on LRO, and M
3
 on 

Chandrayaan-1 with all help to address this relative lack of information (Chin et al., 2007; Pieters et al., 

2007).  Partially shaded areas in craters may also be useful, as they receive solar wind, but are still colder 

than the surrounding terrain.  

Summary 

A few shadowed craters stand out as potentially the best sites to understand polar volatiles.  Shackleton 

is the most cited, as it is the closest large crater to the south pole, and potentially the future location of the 

lunar outpost.  It is probably Imbrian in age (3.3–3.85 Ga) (Spudis et al., 2008), and thus older than the 

Moon‟s current obliquity (Ward, 1975).  The analysis by Elphic et al. (2007) appears to indicate, though, 

that it is only moderate in hydrogen enhanced relative to other shadowed areas, which may mean it is too 

cold to efficiently trap water ice.  In addition, its walls are steep on all sides (~30˚), and so accessing the 

floor may be difficult.  On the other hand, the lowest areas of Cabaeus crater show potentially very high 

hydrogen, but are relatively distant from the south pole (~300 km), across very rugged terrain (Fig. 8.31).  

Faustini and Shoemaker are similar dimensions, have a similar hydrogen content, and are about the same 

distance from the south pole.  Further information is required to tell which is more useful. 

Two sites that should warrant further study, therefore, are de Gerlache and an unnamed crater between 

Shackleton and Faustini craters (see Table 8.4 for coordinates).  De Gerlache appears to have a very high 

hydrogen signal, and the smaller crater that covers a third of its floor makes it a very shadowed (and thus 

very cold) location.  The floor of this smaller crater is less than 80 km from the south pole along a route 

that does not exceed 20˚ of slope (Fig. 8.31, Table 8.4).  The unnamed crater is even closer to the south 

pole (<75 km), and appears to have a similar hydrogen content to Shackleton, but with a route to the floor 

that does not exceed 15˚ slope.  It may, therefore be the easiest permanently shadowed crater floor to visit 

from the south pole. 
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In summary, the south polar region of the Moon, as contained in SPA, is the best area to study any 

potential lunar volatiles.  While many questions remain about the state, distribution, and origin of lunar 

polar volatiles, the existing knowledge is sufficient to begin targeting surface locations for further study.  

Any sample returned from the south pole would be useful, but a carefully selected, cryogenically-preserved 

series of samples could be the Rossetta stone in understanding polar regolith. 

 

SCIENCE CONCEPT 5: LUNAR VOLCANISM PROVIDES A WINDOW INTO THE THERMAL 

AND COMPOSITIONAL EVOLUTION OF THE MOON 

Although the Apollo samples provide limited compositional and age ranges for the lunar surface, 

detailed studies of these samples have provided earthbound scientists with a wealth of lunar knowledge 

over the past decades.  For instance, the lunar magma ocean hypothesis (Fig. 8.32) was one of three key 

lunar origin and evolution hypotheses formulated on the basis of the Apollo samples (NRC, 2007).  The 

lunar magma ocean hypothesis suggests that during formation the Moon hosted a globe encircling magma 

ocean as a result of accretional heating.  The molten material began to cool and differentiate shortly after 

accretion leading to the ancient primary highlands crust observed on the lunar surface.  While the lunar 

magma ocean hypothesis provides a simple model for the lunar crust formation on a global scale, a more 

complex model is needed to fully describe lunar evolution in detail.  

FIGURE 8.32 The lunar magma ocean model (NRC, 2007 and references therein). 

After the conclusion of the Apollo program, lunar data were collected via remote sensing.  Galileo 

observed the Moon remotely in 1990 and 1992 while in transit to the Jovian system and Clementine 

provided global data sets in 1994 as did Lunar Prospector in 1998.  Galileo revealed the anomalous 

composition of South Pole-Aitken basin but it was Lunar Prospector data that actually confirmed an 

asymmetry in lunar composition.  In the work of Taylor (1989) a primary crust is defined as the crust that 

formed as a result of the cooling of an accretionary heated body while a secondary crust is formed by the 

later partial melting of the mantle.  Erosion and plate tectonics have erased much of Earth‟s early geologic 

history and hence the primary crust while the Moon‟s has been preserved.  Mare volcanism represents the 

secondary crust of the Moon which is also well-preserved and demonstrates no evidence of crustal 

recycling therefore providing an opportunity to study planetary evolution processes (Head and Wilson, 

1992).  The Moon hosts not only a compositional asymmetry but a volcanic one as well.  A relatively small 

portion of the lunar surface is coved by volcanic deposits with the bulk of this material having been 

emplaced onto the lunar nearside. 

Based on sample analysis and crater size-frequency distributions it has been suggested that volcanism 

possibly began on the lunar surface prior to the end of the late heavy bombardment (Taylor, 1983) and 

continued until the Copernican period (Pieters et al., 2001).  Predominantly Imbrian age mare basalts and 

pyroclastic deposits represent the volcanism within SPA (Wilhelms, 1987); however, a few cryptomaria 

deposits have been identified that may represent pre-Orientale volcanism which suggests a range of active 

volcanism within SPA of several 100 Myr (Pieters et al., 2001). 

As stated in the Science Concept 5 of the NRC (2007) report, lunar volcanism provides a window into 

the thermal and compositional evolution of the moon.  Addressing this concept will provide insight into 

three of the four overarching themes in lunar science, including terrestrial planet differentiation and 

evolution, solar system impact, and the lunar environment.  The NRC (2007) Science Goals outline key 
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questions that need explanation.  It is the goal of this study to find all of the locations within SPA and the 

prime target areas these issues may be resolved.  A combination of location, chemical composition, and age 

data of mare basalts attained via direct sampling will lead to a better understanding of lunar volcanism and 

magma evolution. An improved understanding of the volcanic processes on the Moon will allow for 

comparison to similar processes on the Earth and other terrestrial planets. 

Science Goal 5a: Determine the origin and variability of lunar basalts 

Apollo samples provided a range of lunar basalt compositions.  Remote sensing, however, has revealed 

that the entire compositional range of the lunar basalts is not represented by the Apollo collection or the 

lunar meteorite collection.  Sample return missions are essential to provide additional compositional data 

and remote sensing ground truth. 

Mare basalts cover about 17% of the lunar surface, predominantly occurring as basaltic plains in the 

topographic lows of the near side (Head, 1975a,b).  Dominated by the lunar highlands, only a small amount 

of volcanic deposits are located on the far side, most of which are found within SPA (Head and Wilson, 

1992).  Although subject to remote sensing, the far side basalts have not yet been directly sampled.  

Samples of lunar far side volcanic deposits will provide insight not only to the thermal evolution of the 

moon but also to variations in mantle composition that may be linked to the asymmetry that exists between 

near side and far side volcanism.  These insights will help constrain the lunar magma ocean model and 

therefore planetary differentiation theories. 

Geologic mapping of the lunar far side revealed about 52 separate mare deposits within SPA (Stuart-

Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979; Wilhelms, 1987; Yingst and Head, 1999) as well as dark mantle 

material which were interpreted to be pyroclastic deposits (Fig. 8.33).  Cryptomaria were not mapped 

within SPA until later using Clementine data (Fig. 8.41) (Pieters and Head, 2001).  Nearly all of the 

mapped mare deposits were confirmed to have a basaltic composition based on analysis of Clementine data 

(Yingst and Head, 1999; Pieters et al., 2001). 

Despite SPA‟s old age, its low lying topography, and underlying thin crust, extensive basaltic flood 

deposits are not present.  Although the presence of the asymmetry has been acknowledged for decades, it is 

not understood.  Several hypotheses have been formulated to explain the asymmetry, but they need to be 

tested with in situ analyses.   

Head and Wilson (1992) propose that the dichotomy reflects differences in crustal thickness.  In 

general, the lunar far side has a thicker crust than that of the nearside; therefore magmas may be extruded 

onto the nearside easier than magmas originating at the same depths on the far side.  Due to the increased 

crustal thickness of the far side the magmas may stall at neutral buoyancy zones and only erupt into the 

deepest basins or areas of lowest topography (i.e., basins found within SPA) where crustal thickness is 

minimized. 

A second hypothesis proposed by Arkani-Hamed and Pentecost (2001), based on impact modeling, 

suggests that an impact forming event on the scale of SPA may have induced mantle convection capable of 

stripping away the KREEP layer in a very short period of time.  Based on the lunar magma ocean model, 

the KREEP layer is located at the base of the crust and consists of high concentrations of potassium, rare 

earth elements, and phosphorus (Warren and Wasson, 1979).  These radioactive heat producing elements 

may have played a key role in lunar Imbrian volcanism and its absence from the SPA region may be 

directly related to the volcanism asymmetry observed today.  Deployment of a geophysical network to 

provide better estimates of crustal thickness as well as samples collection within SPA to place constraints 

on the composition of the source regions for these mare basalts will aide in the testing of these hypotheses. 

Several simple petrogenic models for the generation of lunar basalts have been derived from studies of 

the Apollo samples.  These models suggested that the source region for high titanium basalts was deeper 

than the source region for low titanium basalts, however it was later determined that there is no apparent 

correlation between the titanium content and the depth of origin (see Greeley et al., 1993 and references 

therein).  Based on Clementine spectral analysis, SPA mare basalts contain a comparable mafic component 

to that seen on the lunar nearside (Gaddis et al., 1995).  With the exception of the Apollo mare deposits, it 

appears that the high titanium source region for the nearside basalts is not an accessible reservoir for the far 

side (Yingst and Head, 1997).  Possible heterogeneity within the mantle source regions further add to the 

volcanic asymmetry on the Moon. 
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FIGURE 8.33. Geologic map of volcanic units with in SPA. Map was created using ArcGIS and the USGS 

digitized geologic maps.  EIm represents the youngest mare material, dated as late-Imbrian to Eratosthenian 

in age.  These deposits appear dark and lightly cratered and are interpreted as basaltic lavas.  Im2 represents 

an intermediate aged mare material which is similar in dark color and crater density to typical nearside 

mare material of late and middle Imbrian age.  This material is interpreted as basaltic lava and the exact age 

range and composition is unknown.  Im1 is described as light in color with a high density of superposed 

craters.  These units represent the oldest mare material and are interpreted as old basaltic lavas that may be 

as old as Orientale basin.  Imd represents mare dome material and is described as dark, smooth, slightly 

elevated terrain in maria.  Only one dark mantling deposit is located within SPA.  This deposit appears a 

halo around irregular craters on the floor of Schrödinger Basin and is interpreted as thin pyroclastic 

deposits. (Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979; Wilhelms, 1987).   

Despite the mafic nature of the floor of SPA basin, which ranges from 8–12 wt. % FeO (Spudis and 

Bussey, 2003), mare deposits typically containing greater than 14 wt. % FeO (Jolliff, 2000) are readily 

identifiable within SPA using the Clementine data (Fig. 8.34).  While SPA basin has elevated titanium 

concentrations relative to the surrounding feldspathic highland rocks, the volcanic deposits within the basin 

have medium to medium-high titanium content compared to the high titanium nearside mare volcanism 

(Fig. 8.35).  

Currently no in situ samples have been collected from the lunar farside surface; therefore sampling any 

volcanic region within SPA should reveal new insight into the thermal evolution of the moon.  As 

discussed previously, farside lunar volcanism is limited; however, there are several unique localities within 

SPA that may be sample. Three of these localities are described herein.  Unfortunately most of the mare 
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deposits are located in the northern region of SPA and will not be readily accessible on 1000-km traverses 

or even 500-km traverses from a base located at the South Pole.  These localities would be more 

appropriate for a short duration sortie mission. 

 

FIGURE 8.34 FeO wt. % within SPA. Mare deposits are readily identifiable due to their high iron content 

(>14 wt. %) despite the mafic nature of the floor of SPA basin.  The map was created in ArcGIS using 

Clementine FeO data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  The base map layer 

is Clementine 750nm UVIS. 
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FIGURE 8.35 TiO2 wt. % within SPA.  Mare within SPA is generally classified as medium- to medium-

high titanium basalts.  The classification scheme above is derived from the spectral classification by Pieters 

(1978) and the petrologic classification by Neal and Taylor (1992).  The classification may be described as 

follows: very low Ti < 1, low Ti ~1.0-3.0, medium Ti ~3.0-7.0, and high-Ti >7.0.  The map was created in 

ArcGIS using Clementine TiO2 data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  The 

base map layer is Clementine 750nm UVIS. 
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FIGURE 8.36  Apollo South is the mare deposit located along the southwestern rim of Apollo Basin.  A) 

Lunar Orbiter data centered on Apollo South to illustrate the surface morphology of the flow and 

surrounding terrain.  B) High-resolution Clementine UVIS data allows for better observation of fresh 

impact craters in the region that may sample the flow at depth.  C) FeO wt. % map shows FeO 

concentrations consistent with those of nearside mare deposits.  This map was created in ArcGIS using 

Clementine FeO data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  D) TiO2 wt. % map 

illustrate the high titanium concentrations of the mare at Apollo South.  The map was created in ArcGIS 

using Clementine TiO2 data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  The base 

map layer is Clementine 750nm UVIS. 

Apollo South is one of the four mare regions associated with the Apollo Basin (Fig. 8.36).  This mare 

deposit is located along the southwestern rim of the basin and appears to be embaying the basin rim 

structure.  High-Ti mare volcanism is common on the nearside however, as discussed previously, mare 

deposits within SPA typically range from medium to medium high titanium in remote sensing data (Fig. 

8.35).  The mare located along the southwestern rim of Apollo Basin is representative of the few high-Ti 

mare deposits on the lunar farside, therefore sampling this unit may provide a point of comparison for SPA 

mare relative to the nearside mare deposits. 
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FIGURE 8.37  The mare in-filled Chrétien Crater.  A) High-resolution Clementine UVIS data allows for 

better observation of fresh impact craters in the region that may sample the flow at depth.  B) Half degree 

resolution Lunar Prospector thorium data illustrates the high thorium composition of SPA basin floor 

within the region of the Chrétien Crater.  C)  FeO wt. % map shows FeO concentrations consistent with 

those of nearside mare deposits.  This map was created in ArcGIS using Clementine FeO data processed 

via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  D) TiO2 wt. % map illustrates the regions typical 

titanium concentrations.  The map was created in ArcGIS using Clementine TiO2 data processed via the 

methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  The base map layer is Clementine 750nm UVIS. 

Chrétien Crater is located in the central northwest region of SPA basin within the thorium anomaly 

(Fig. 8.37).  This mare deposit is of interest as the magma infilling the crater erupted through the thorium 

rich crustal material of the thorium anomaly.  Assimilation of the thorium-rich crustal rock into the magma 

may leave a signature of the regional crustal material.  It should also be noted that there appears to be two 

distinct titanium concentrations at this location which may indicate two separate flows.  In this case the 

later flow has high concentrations of titanium than the earlier flow. 
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FIGURE 8.38 Thomson Crater and associated mare flows.  A) High-resolution Clementine UVIS data 

provides some morphological information and allows for better observation of fresh impact craters in the 

region that may sample the flow at depth.  B) Half degree resolution Lunar Prospector thorium data 

illustrates the western margin of the thorium anomaly in the vicinity of Thomson Crater.  C)  FeO wt. % 

map illustrates the variability in the FeO concentration of the mare deposit.  This map was created in 

ArcGIS using Clementine FeO data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  D) 

TiO2 wt. % map illustrates the regions variation in titanium concentrations.  The map was created in 

ArcGIS using Clementine TiO2 data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  The 

base map layer is Clementine 750nm UVIS. 

Thomson Crater is located in the northwestern region of SPA Basin (Fig. 8.38).  The mare within this 

crater shows interesting low features as well as a variable composition.  The variability in composition 

could be related to mechanical mixing as is the case with each of the regions previously discussed.  This 

mare has a small region of high-Ti basalts in the south and grades to lower titanium concentration to the 

north.  The region is also located along the outer margin of the thorium anomaly and therefore might 

exhibit variations in thorium concentrations. 

Science Goal 5b: Determine the age of the youngest and oldest mare basalts 

While the Apollo samples have provided ages for a limited selection of mare basalts the most useful age 

information attained is that which calibrates the crater size-frequency distribution which are used to attain 
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model ages of the lunar surface.  Based on the combination of crater size-frequency distributions and ages 

obtained from the Apollo samples, Taylor (1983) suggested that mare volcanism began as early as 4.2 Ga 

(i.e. before the end of the late heavy bombardment), however the majority of the maria were emplaced from 

3.9 Ga to 3.2 Ga (Taylor, 1982).  Crater size-frequency distributions curves yield a model age of 1.2 Ga for 

mare basalts within Oceanus Procellarum (Hiesinger et al., 2003).  This young age is not represented in the 

sample collection and suggests that the Moon was volcanically active for longer than that represented by 

the Apollo collection.  More samples are necessary to better constrain the evolution of lunar volcanism 

through time as well as the crater size-frequency distribution curves. 

 

FIGURE 8.39 Lunar chronostratic column illustrating the time constraints on lunar volcanism.  The red 

area indicates the duration of volcanic activity within SPA as suggested by Pieters et al. (2001) and 

Haruyama et al. (2008).   Lunar volcanism is constrained by the earliest dated lunar meteorite (~4.3 by) and 

model ages of young mare flows (~1.0 by) (see Chapter 5 and references therein). 

Mare deposits within SPA are mapped as Imbrian or Eratosthenian age (Stuart-Alexander, 1978; 

Wilhelms et al., 1979; Wilhelms, 1987).  Consistent with the geologic mapping, crater counts have yielded 

model ages for several deposits within SPA, including several mare patches in Apollo basin were dated at 

3.63 Ga and Van de Graaff deposits were dated at 3.64 Ga (Greeley et al., 1993).  It has been suggested by 

Pieters et al. (2001) that there were several episodes of basaltic volcanism during the pre-Orientale period 

of SPA evolution that extended over several hundred million years into the Upper Imbrian.  Figure 8.39 

depicts a representative sampling of radiometric ages from the lunar sample collection (including Apollo 

samples, Luna samples, and meteorite samples) as well as the proposed duration of active volcanism within 
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SPA.  Currently, lunar volcanism is constrained by the earliest dated lunar meteorite (~4.3 Ga) and model 

ages of young mare flows (~1.0 Ga).   

Antoniadi Crater possibly hosts the youngest mare deposit within SPA.  This deposit was originally 

mapped as Upper Imbrian to Eartosthenian in age (Wilhelms, 1987); however it was later assigned an 

Eratosthenian model age of 2.58 Ga in the work of Haruyama et al. (2009).  A close look at the deposit in 

the central peak region of the crater reveals the young age of the basalt based on the lack of impact craters 

on the surface (Fig. 8.40).  Antoniadi is located in the south central region of SPA, just outside of the 

500km traverse limit distance.  Sampling the flow may help to constrain the temporal extent of volcanism 

within SPA by constraining the upper age limit of mare volcanism within the basin.  Here it is important to 

note that SPA basin may also contain the youngest pyroclastic deposit on the lunar surface located within 

the young Schrödinger Basin.  Sampling this deposit will provide compositional data for possibly the most 

primitive magmas on the lunar surface.  

 

FIGURE 8.40 High-resolution Clementine UVIS data of the central peak region with in Antoniadi reveals a 

low crater density for the superposed mare material, indicating a relatively young age. 

Cryptomaria are defined as covered or hidden mare deposits which have been obscured by the 

emplacement of subsequent deposits of higher albedo material (Head and Wilson, 1992).  Thus, these are 

targets for the oldest mare basalt samples.  Typically, cryptomaria are identified through the detection of 

dark haloed impact craters (Shultz and Spudis, 1979), however due to the mafic nature (i.e., low albedo) of 

the floor of SPA this method alone is not appropriate.  High Ca-pyroxene is used as a proxy for 

cryptomaria as it reflects the basaltic composition of the mare material (Pieters and Head, 2001) as opposed 

to the low Ca-pyroxene which is representative of the non-mare material within SPA (Pieters et al., 2001; 

Lucey, 2004).  Clementine revealed several areas of possible cryptomaria within SPA (Fig. 8.41).  These 

areas were identified by the detection of high Ca-pyroxene at various light albedo locations, suggesting that 

the mare had been masked by impact ejecta (Pieters et al., 2001). 
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The suspect cryptomaria are predominately situated within the smooth intercrater plains on the basin 

floor.  Sampling cryptomaria will improve the constraints on the estimation of the duration of volcanism 

with in SPA.  Figure 8.42 represents one area that this type of sampling may be accomplished. 

 

FIGURE 8.41 Dark halo impact craters and possible cryptomaria within SPA.  The possible cryptomaria 

represented here are mapped by Pieters et al. (2001) using the detection of high-Ca pyroxene as a proxy for 

the basaltic material.  Map created in ArcGIS using Clementine 750nm UVIS as the base map layer. 
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FIGURE 8.42 Located in the northeast region of SPA and southwest of Apollo Basin, the area outline in 

yellow represents possible cryptomaria units.  A)  Mineral map of the region exposes cryptomaria.  The 

green color within the impact craters is indicative of high-Ca pyroxene which is a proxy for lunar basalts.  

B)  High resolution Clementine UVIS illustrates a near true color representation of the area.  C)  FeO wt. % 

map shows relatively high concentrations of FeO. This map was created in ArcGIS using Clementine FeO 

data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  D) TiO2 wt. % map illustrates higher 

titanium concentrations than the surrounding terrain.  The map was created in ArcGIS using Clementine 

TiO2 data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  The base map layer is 

Clementine 750nm UVIS. 

Science Goal 5c: Determine the compositional range and extent of lunar pyroclastic deposits 

Pyroclastic eruptions occurred on the lunar surface much like the fire fountain eruptions seen in Hawaii 

today (Fig. 8.43).  On the Earth, it is well understood that as a magma enriched in volatile elements ascends 

to the surface it decompresses.  The decompression causes the volatiles within to begin to exsolve, leading 

to a vertical and horizontal expansion of the magma.  The expansion of the magma results in an eruption of 

pyroclastic material onto the planetary surface.  On the Moon only small amounts of volatiles are required 

to achieve this affect (Head and Wilson, 1992). 
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FIGURE 8.43  The eruption of Kilauea in Hawaii creates pyroclastic type deposits on the Earth (Britannica 

Encyclopedia website). 

Early lunar mappers (Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979; Wilhelms, 1987) mapped these 

units as dark mantling deposits and interpreted them as the result of sustained effusive eruptions.  As 

referenced in Head and Wilson (1992), the long duration and high effusion rate of the eruption spreads the 

pyroclastic material tens to hundreds of kilometers over the lunar surface with many of the deposits in close 

association with sinuous rilles. 

The Apollo sample collection contains a compositional range of pyroclastic materials.  Interestingly, a 

compositional analysis of the pyroclastic glasses collected at various Apollo sites has shown that the 

glasses are not related to the mare basalts at the same localities and that rather they represent a more 

primitive magma than the mare basalts (Delano, 1986).  The exact source of the volatiles driving these 

eruptions is unknown.  Perhaps during the final solidification of the lunar magma ocean, the hypothesized 

density driven overturn of the mantle led to an enrichment of the incompatible and volatile elements or the 

lunar magma ocean did not differentiate the entire mantle resulting in a mantle reservoir rich in volatile 

elements (see Saal et al., 2008 and references therein).  Sampling of pyroclastics deposits within SPA will 

provide useful information about the source region for these deposits.  The distribution of pyroclastic 

deposits within SPA is illustrated in Fig. 8.44.  There are a limited number of locations available for 

sampling pyroclastics material within SPA.  Two of the regions that contain the deposits are of particular 

interest.  One is Oppenheimer Crater (Fig. 8.45) which is outside of the 1000 km traverse limit and the 

second is Schrödinger Basin (Fig. 8.46) which is within the 500 km traverse limit. 
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FIGURE 8.44 Distribution of pyroclastic deposits within SPA.  The possible cryptomaria represented here 

were mapped by Pieters et al. (2001).  Map created in ArcGIS using Clementine 750nm UVIS as the base 

map layer. 
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FIGURE 8.45 Oppenheimer pyroclastic deposits.  A)  Schematic representation of Oppenheimer and the 

pyroclastic deposits within.  B)  High resolution Clementine UVIS illustrates a near true color 

representation of the area showing the low albedo of the dark mantling deposits.  C)  FeO wt. % map shows 

relatively high concentrations of FeO. This map was created in ArcGIS using Clementine FeO data 

processed via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  D) TiO2 wt. % map illustrates the typical 

medium titanium concentrations.  The map was created in ArcGIS using Clementine TiO2 data processed 

via the methodology described by Lucey et al. (2000).  The base map layer is Clementine 750nm UVIS. 

Oppenheimer is a floor fractured crater located west of Apollo in the northern region of SPA.  Seven 

pyroclastic deposits of varying sizes are present in Oppenheimer and appear to be associated with the floor 

fractures.  Figure 46 illustrates the relatively high concentrations of Fe and Ti present within these deposits 

which makes these deposits great for in situ resource utilization.  While this is a great location to sample 

pyroclastic material it is located well beyond the 1000km traverse distance.  An extended sortie mission 

might be useful for studying this region of the lunar surface.  
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FIGURE 8.46 Schrödinger pyroclastic deposits.  A)  High resolution Clementine UVIS used as base map to 

illustrate the mare units and pyroclastic deposits within Schrödinger Basin as mapped by Shoemaker et al., 

(1994).  These dark mantling deposits have low albedo and a large source vent.  B)  FeO wt. % map show 

low concentrations of FeO. It should be noted that this data is approaching the spatial limit of the 

Clementine data (i.e., more error in the data was incurred upon approaching the polar regions.  This map 

was created in ArcGIS using Clementine FeO data processed via the methodology described by Lucey et 

al. (2000).  

The second location that pyroclastic material may be sampled within SPA is Schrödinger Basin.  

Schrödinger is a relatively young basin that contains both mare material and pyroclastic deposits 

(Shoemaker et al., 1994).  The basin is located within the 500 km traverse limit and would therefore be a 

great location to sample pyroclastic material. 

Science Goal 5d: Determine the flux of lunar volcanism and its evolution through space and time 

Little is known about the flux of lunar volcanism.  Ariel extent and stratigraphic measurements of 

individual flow units can help to increase the understanding of the flux of lunar volcanism by determining 

the volume of the individual flow units (Head and Wilson, 1992).  Figure 8.47 illustrates estimates for lunar 

volcanic flux through time.  There are many locations with in SPA where flow measurements might be 

made, such as Chrétien, Von Karman, and Apollo South.  

This science goal may also be addressed by  doing thorough field work on the lunar surface (i.e. 

stratigraphic columns, in situ sampling, description of morphological features, etc.) and through a 

comprehensive compilation of all data obtained about lunar volcanism. 
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FIGURE 8.47 Summary of the chronology of lunar mare emplacement. (see Head and Wilson, 1992 and 

references therein). 

Summary of SPA Volcanism 

After studying the volcanism within SPA, we believe Schrödinger Basin (Fig. 8.48) is the best location 

to address NRC (2007) Science Concept 5.  This locality was chosen because it contains both mare material 

and pyroclastic material.  Sampling the mare material will address Science Goal 5a and sampling of the 

pyroclastics will aide in addressing Science Goal 5c.  Also it is thought these pyroclastic deposits may 

represent very young pyroclastic material therefore sampling it would address Science Goal 5b.   

The Apollo samples are the only samples on the Earth that were actually collected from an extra-

terrestrial planet and they provide great insight into the many unanswered questions pertaining to the 

Moon; however more lunar samples are needed.  Remote sensing reveals compositions not contained 

within the sample collection.  With the tremendous amount of knowledge gained over the past decades via 

remote sensing and sample analysis scientists and engineers are better equipped to select an optimal lunar 

landing site that will aide in bridging the gap between the sample collection and remote sensing data and 

ultimately increase our understanding of lunar volcanism and the evolution of the Moon. 
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FIGURE 8.48 Schrödinger Basin is the best location with in the 500km traverse distance to address Science 

Concept 5. 

 

SCIENCE CONCEPT 6: THE MOON IS AN ACCESSIBLE LABORATORY FOR STUDYING 

THE IMPACT PROCESS ON PLANETARY SCALES 

Science Goal 6a: Characterize the existence and extent of melt sheet differentiation 

During the contact and compression stage of the cratering process, shock pressures can reach >80 GPa, 

which cause the target rock to spontaneously and completely melt.  This „melt zone‟ of a crater (Hörz et al., 

1991) has a depth of melting exceeding the maximum depth of the transient cavity (Cintala and Grieve, 

1998a).  Kinetic energy from the shockwaves accelerates the melt (Grieve et al., 1981) and eject small 

spherules from the crater cavity (Melosh and Vickery, 1991).  As the melt moves along the transient crater 

floor, cooler inclusions from the floor and wall are incorporated, cooling the melt.  The cooling melt may 

divide into clast-rich impact melt breccia and clast-poor impact melt (Simmonds et al., 1976, 1978a, 

1978b).  Impact melt breccias are characterized by target rock clasts surrounded by a melt matrix while 

impact melt is characterized by a relatively homogenous mixture of the target rocks (Hörz et al., 1991).  A 
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sufficiently large cratering event may create a mass of melt that would cool slowly enough to differentiate 

as seen at Sudbury Crater in Canada (e.g., Warren et al., 1996).  

To determine the existence and extent of impact melt sheet differentiation on the Moon, we must rely 

on the examination of large impact structures, which have uplifted and exposed the interior of older melt 

sheets.  However, given the paucity of information on impact melt sheet differentiation, it is unclear what 

size crater or melt volume is required for differentiation to occur.  A variety of basins and large craters 

must be sampled to confirm or refute the existence of lunar impact melt sheet differentiation as well as 

constrain the size of crater or basin required for such differentiation. 

Models have suggested that the SPA impact event produced vast amounts of impact melt.  Models have 

predicted an SPA melt sheet of ~80–90 km thick with the total melt equivalent to approximately 0.3 

volume percent of the lunar mantle (Warren et al., 1996).  Other models have estimated a sheet thickness of 

200 km if 47% of the melt sheet were retained within the basin and 55 km if 20% were retained (Morrison, 

1998).  The best way to determine if SPA‟s impact melt sheet differentiated is to examine impact craters 

that effectively „drill‟ into the surface of the basin floor and not only expose layers beneath the surface, but 

also bring up material from depth in the form of the central peak.  If the melt sheet did differentiate, 

perhaps some of these central peaks will display the differentiated layers.   

Within SPA, approximately 45 complex craters have well-defined central peaks in high-resolution 

(~100m/pixel) Clementine data. The estimated minimum depth of origin for the central peaks of these 

craters ranges ~3–33 km (Fig. 8.49, Table A9.3).  Of these craters, many fall within the limits of the SPA 

transient crater (TC) where the central melt sheet would have pooled (e.g., Kring, 2005), thus they may be 

used as locations to examine uplifted material from the SPA melt sheet.  Several estimates have been made 

with regard to the diameter and location of the TC.  Petro and Pieters (2002) estimated that the TC diameter 

for SPA is approximately 1260 km and is centered at -56°, 170°E based on the innermost presence of 

anorthositic materials, which are interpreted to be exposures representative of upper crust.  There are 14 

complex craters within SPA that lie inside this limit (Fig. 8.50, Table A9.4).  Spudis (1993) provides a 

proportional growth model for calculation of a TC diameter, modified from Pike and Spudis (1987), which, 

when applied to SPA, indicates a TC diameter range of 1160–1470 km.  When centered at -56°, 180° 

(Wilhelms et al., 1979), the lower estimate diameter contains 16 complex craters, while the upper estimate 

contains 21 with an additional 2 complex craters straddling its limit (Fig. 8.50, Table A9.4).  Warren et al. 

(1996) estimated a TC diameter of approximately 1170 km based on scaling models by Croft (1985), which 

falls in between the estimates calculated from Spudis (1993).  In addition, the Constellation Program has 

identified a Tier 2 region of interest for the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) at -51.00, 

170.92, which they identify as a location on the rim of the SPA transient crater (John Gruener, personal 

communication) based on size estimates and an Orientale analogy by Hiesinger and Head (2004).  Given 

the location of this site and based on the SPA center determined by Wilhelms et al. (1979), the resulting TC 

diameter is ~450 km, and contains only 2 complex craters with a well-defined central peak (Fig. 8.50, 

Table A9.4). Impact ejecta post-dating the formation of SPA can complicate the determination of SPA-

derived melt sheet material in central peaks; the oldest craters (Pre-Nectarian and Nectarian) with 

remaining central peaks are likely to be the best subjects (Table A9.3) for examining possible SPA impact 

melt sheet material.   

If limited to a 1000 km traverse from the South Pole (Table A9.4), the set of applicable craters shrinks 

significantly to 3 craters that are included in the three main TC estimates (Antoniadi, Lyman, and 

Numerov) as well as 4 additional craters that are included in at least one of the main TC estimates (Fizeau, 

Eijkman, Prandtl, and Zeeman).  If limited to a 500 km traverse from the south pole (Table A9.4), only 6 

craters exist with well-defined central peaks in the high-resolution Clementine data; of these, only 2 craters 

are included in at least one of the TC estimates, De Forest and Zeeman (Fig. 8.51); these craters are likely 

the best sites for characterizing the SPA melt sheet. 

Smaller basins and larger craters within SPA must also be examined to determine if their impact melt 

sheets were sufficiently large to cool slowly enough to differentiate.  We examined all basins (impact 

features ≥140 km in diameter) and large craters between 100–140 km in diameter within SPA.  A second 

impact into the central melt sheet is required to uplift and expose the older melt, thus we eliminated large 

craters and basins that did not contain any complex craters (≥15 km diameter) within the estimated 

transient TC diameter.  The impact events that may dredge up material from the older melt sheet may occur 
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billions of years after the initial impact event, so they must be able to bore through not only the older melt 

sheet, but also any material blanketing the melt sheet from other impacting events.  To be certain that the 

younger craters drill through the ejecta of other craters, we only chose craters that drill into at least 85% of 

the melt sheet thickness.  These constraints leave 7 basins and 1 large impact crater within SPA (Fig. 8.52, 

Table A9.5) that contain craters for characterizing the existence and extent of melt sheet differentiation on a 

scale smaller than SPA.  The un-named crater within Antoniadi is an exception to these qualifications as it 

is below the transition diameter between simple and complex craters.  However, its size may still allow it to 

drill well into the impact melt sheet of Antoniadi.  Of the 7 test basins in SPA, 2 sites are within the 1000 

km traverse limit, Prandtl (Fig. 8.53) and Antoniadi (Fig. 8.54), and are the recommended sites to test 

impact melt differentiation on a smaller scale.  None of these features are within 500 km of the south pole.  
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FIGURE 8.49 Minimum depth of origin of well-defined central peaks of complex craters in SPA defined 

by extrapolation of Fig. 24 in Cintala and Grieve (1998a).  These complex craters are identified in Fig. 8.50 

and have additional information in Table A9.3. 
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FIGURE 8.50 Locations and approximate sizes of complex craters with discernable central peaks within 

SPA (large, dashed white circle).  The solid white rings represent the minimum (1160 km) and maximum 

(1470 km) estimates of transient crater diameter calculated from Spudis (1993) and the smaller dashed 

white ring represents the size and location of the transient crater as estimated by Petro and Pieters (2002).  

The black arcs represent the 500 km and 1000 km traverse limits from the south pole.  The small, pink star 

that lies just outside of the 1000 km traverse limit represents a region of interest as selected by 

Constellation for LROC, which represents the rim of the transient crater by another estimate based on the 

size given in Hiesinger and Head (2004). 
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FIGURE 8.51 High-resolution Clementine mosaic showing de Forest and Zeeman craters, which are type 

localities to address possible impact melt sheet differentiation for the SPA impact event.  The black arc is 

the 500 km traverse limit from the south pole.  White arcs represent transient crater estimates mentioned in 

the text. 
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FIGURE 8.52 Locations and approximate sizes of craters that may drill into a pre-existing melt sheet of an 

older large crater or basin (not including SPA).  These sites may be used to constrain the limits of impact 

melt sheet differentiation.  Basins and large craters are encircled by pink rings and are labeled in white text.  

Smaller craters that drill into the older melt sheets are outlined by green circles and are identified in Table 

A9.5. The black arcs represent the 500 km and 1000 km traverse limits from the south pole and the dashed 

white circle shows the outermost extent of SPA. 
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FIGURE 8.53 High-resolution Clementine mosaic of Prandtl crater, which is one of the type localities to 

address possible impact melt sheet differentiation on scales smaller than SPA.  Prandtl crater lies within 

Planck basin  (dashed light blue line) and may have Planck-derived melt within its walls and central peak.  

The black arc is the 1000 km traverse limit from the south pole.  White arcs represent transient crater 

estimates mentioned in the text. 
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FIGURE 8.54 High-resolution Clementine mosaic of Antoniadi crater, which is one of the type localities to 

address possible impact melt sheet differentiation on scales smaller than SPA.  The larger crater inside 

Antoniadi may have excavated into Antoniadi‟s melt sheet.  The black arc is the 500 km traverse limit from 

the south pole.  White arcs represent transient crater estimates mentioned in the text. 
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 Science Goal 6b: Determine the structure of multi-ring impact basins 

We do not know the exact origin of the rings in basins, but several theories exist.  The megaterrace 

hypothesis argues that the rings are slump features surrounding the excavated crater (Hartmann and Kuiper, 

1962), analogous to slumping in smaller lunar craters (Spudis, 1993).  Others suggest the rings are due to a 

fluidization of the crust from the impact with either a tsunami-like action (Baldwin, 1974) or oscillations of 

ripples (Murray, 1980) that solidify after excavation.  A third theory, the nested crater hypothesis, proposes 

that the interior rings represent the boundaries between different layers of crust, and thus different 

strengths, as excavation occurs (Hodges and Wilhelms, 1978). 

The theories of basin ring formation may be tested in several locations within SPA.  Of the basins 

within SPA, only a handful of them contain at least remnants of interior rings; these features are shown in 

Fig. 8.55 and Table 8.5.  To test the megaterrace or nested crater hypotheses, geophysical surveys should 

be conducted across the rim of these craters to determine the existence of faults.  Faults may also be visible 

on the surface with higher resolution imagery from LRO.  If the nested crater hypothesis could be proved 

true, it might also indicate that the SPA melt sheet underwent differentiation as the rings would not have 

formed if the target were not layered.  Testing the fluidization hypotheses may prove to be more difficult as 

they cannot be simply proved or disproved with the use of seismic surveys.  More modeling should be 

conducted on all of these theories before a suggestion may be made to test them.  In addition, further 

ground truthing should be conducted on large terrestrial impact craters to better constrain these theories. 

Within SPA, Antoniadi (Fig. 8.54) and Schrödinger (Fig. 8.56) will likely be the best locations for 

testing the basin ring formation theories.  Antoniadi is an upper Imbrian central peak basin while 

Schrödinger is a lower Imbrian peak ring basin.  These two basins are the youngest of the basins with 

visible rings in SPA.  In addition, Schrödinger straddles the 500-km traverse limit from the south pole and 

Antoniadi is just past the 500-km traverse limit, but well within the 1000-km traverse limit.  While these 

two basins would be excellent sortie locations, they would also be accessible from an outpost at the lunar 

south pole.   

While basins are often treated as large complex craters in modeling, the depth-diameter relationship 

falls apart with the largest of basins.  This is especially seen with regards to the SPA basin.  SPA‟s 

dimension cannot be modeled by a simple scaling-up of smaller impact basins.  On the contrary, it is 

significantly deeper than would be expected based on scaling laws.  Williams and Zuber (1998) defined a 

depth-diameter relationship for lunar impact basins as log10(d)=0.41·(log10(D))
0.57

, where d is depth and D 

is diameter, but they note that SPA does not fall along this fit line (Fig. 8.57) indicating that it is unique 

among the impact basin population.  Furthermore, Wieczorek and Phillips (1999) note that crater/basin size 

obeys a proportional scaling law up to a diameter of 500km where the depth/diameter ratio begins to drop 

drastically for Serenitatis and Imbrium basins with SPA being even lower than these by nearly a factor of 6.  

They suggest three possible explanations for the small depth/diameter ratio: (1) nonproportional scaling is a 

natural outcome of the cratering process for larger basins; (2) a small depth/diameter ratio represents a 

special impact condition; or (3) the small ratio is a result of modification during or post-impact (Wieczorek 

and Phillips, 1999).  To test these possible explanations with respect to SPA, the same geophysical network 

discussed above may be used.  A thorough examination of Malapert Massif might also give some insight 

into the formation mechanism of SPA.  For smaller basins, a thorough ground examination of the geology 

of the interior rings and modification zones by an astronaut may be conducted on those listed in Table 8.5.   
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FIGURE 8.55 Locations and approximate sizes of basins within SPA with complete or remnant rings over 

750nm Clementine data.  The white, dashed circle indicates the limit of SPA.  The black curves 

surrounding the south pole indicate 500 km and 1000 km traverse limits from the south pole. 
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FIGURE 8.56 High-resolution Clementine mosaic of Schrödinger basin, which is a type locality for 

determining the structure of multi-ring basins. 
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TABLE 8.5 Locations to test the basin ring formation hypotheses.  Asterisks indicate that the inner rim 

remnants are barely visible in high-resolution (~100m/pixel) Clementine mosaics. 

Name Latitude Longitude 
Diameter 

(km) 

Estimated Age                                   

(Wilhelms and 

Byrne, 2009) 

Antoniadi -173.155 -69.534 143 Upper Imbrian 

Schrödinger 132.163 -74.642 312 Lower Imbrian 

Chebyshev* -133.396 -34.253 178 Nectarian 

Apollo -152.001 -36.296 537 Pre-Nectarian 

Poincare 163.60 -56.70 319 Pre-Nectarian 

Von Karman* 175.90 -44.80 180 Pre-Nectarian 

 

 

FIGURE 8.57 Log10 (depth) versus Log10 (diameter) for complex craters, transitional craters, and basins 

modified from Williams and Zuber (1998) showing that basins do not fall along the linear complex crater 

fit by Pike, R.A. (1974) and SPA does not fall along a model line for basins. 

 

Science Concept 6c: Quantify the effects of planetary characteristics (composition, density, impact 

velocities) on crater formation and morphology 

The South Pole-Aitken basin contains diverse crustal types within it including thorium-rich, hummocky 

terrain (e.g., Garrick-Bethell and Zuber, 2005); mare basalt (e.g., Yingst and Head, 1999); anomalously 

mafic terrain (e.g., Lucey et al., 1998); and putative anorthitic terrain (e.g., Peterson et al., 2000).  It is 

possible that craters within these various materials will have different morphologies, so a range of crater 

sizes should be analyzed from these terrains.  Remote sensing techniques can be used to analyze crater 

morphologies with subsequent ground truthing to analyze the composition and density of the crust.  Impact 

melt samples from the surface may also be able to give information on the projectile type and thus hint at 

the impact velocity to complete the investigation.  Craters within regions of interest in SPA should then be 
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compared to craters in various other locations on the moon such as the highlands and the nearside.  To 

eliminate as many modification effects as possible, relatively fresh craters are preferable to degraded ones. 

Relatively fresh, simple craters exhibit bright albedos in Clementine data, so they are fairly easy to 

identify, but are often unnamed craters.  Only simple craters with the brightest albedos are selected in this 

report, so the number reported should be treated as a minimum.  Large, complex craters that retain their 

central peaks and have sharp crater walls will likely be „fresh‟ enough to use, but they are rarely as young 

as some of the simple craters within the same region and often do not have clear ejecta blankets; we only 

use complex craters with an estimated age of Lower Imbrian or younger.  For the purposes of this part of 

the report, it is necessary to constrain all analyses to the freshest complex craters, so those without sharp 

interior walls are eliminated to produce 17 fresh complex craters (Antoniadi is treated as a basin here).  

SPA only contains a handful of basins that retain even a small portion of an inner ring and even these are 

often some of the oldest features in SPA (see Fig. 8.55 and Table 8.5); again we recommend the use of 

basins of Lower Imbrian age or younger. 

Thorium may be used as a tracer for KREEP on the Moon (e.g., Lucey et al., 1998), so impact craters 

within the thorium anomaly of SPA may be drilling into a KREEP surface.  Within this region, there are at 

least 25 fresh simple craters and 7 complex craters with central peaks within the highest value areas (Fig. 

8.58, Table 8.6).  Of these features, at least 3 simple craters are located within the 1000km traverse limit 

from an outpost at the South Pole.  There are no fresh basins in the highest Thorium region, nor are there 

any complex craters in the anomaly within the 1000 km of the south pole.  The 500 km traverse limit is 

similarly void of craters and basins.  The two best craters in which to examine the Thorium anomaly are 

Birkeland and Oresme V (Fig. 8.59), as they both lie in the highest value areas. 

Most of the scant amount of mare mapped within SPA (Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979) 

is found within large impact craters and ancient basins (Fig. 8.60, Table 8.6).  Interestingly, two of the 

large, fresh complex craters (Maksutov and Rumford) contain mare as well as both of the basins.  

Antoniadi is frequently referred to as a crater because is it smaller than the often used 300 km diameter 

cutoff for basins; Antoniadi is indeed referred to as a crater earlier, but in this section, it will only be 

discussed as a basin.  Recently, Schrödinger basin has also had small mare units mapped within it 

(Shoemaker et al., 1994).  No large, fresh complex craters or basins appear to impact into mare, but there 

are a multitude of fresh simple craters that impact into mare.  Over 30 fresh, simple craters can be found in 

mare within craters and basins (Thompson, Leibnitz, Apollo, Maksutov, Von Karman, Von Karman M, 

Hopmann, Hess, Grissom-White, Abbe, and Poincare) as well as in area of SPA not directly associated 

with a basin or large crater.  Within 1000 km of the south pole, Schrödinger and Antoniadi are the only 

large features (complex crater or basin) that are at least partially filled with mare, but none of the mare 

units within these basins lie within 500km of the south pole (units within Schrödinger lie just past the 500 

km traverse limit).  At least 2 fresh simple craters impacted into mare are found within 1000 km of the 

south pole.  Both Schrödinger (Fig. 8.56) and Antoniadi (Fig. 8.54) are recommended as type localities for 

craters and basins with mare infilling. 

Within the high FeO region of SPA (Fig. 8.61, Table 8.6), 10 large fresh complex craters and 1 basin 

have impacted into the mafic anomaly.  At least 120 fresh simple craters lie within the mafic anomaly.  

Within 500km of the south pole, it is unclear of the extent of the mafic anomaly in Clementine data due to 

shadowing effects near the pole.  Due to this uncertainty, White crater (Fig. 8.62) is chosen as a 

recommended site.  Craters that may have impacted into anorthositic material lie within the regions of low 

FeO, just outside of the mafic anomaly.  This region contains 7 large fresh complex craters, 1 basin 

(Schrödinger), and at least 50 fresh simple craters. Within 1000 km of the south pole, there are at least 20 

simple craters, 4 large complex craters, and 1 basin in the anorthitic region.  Within 500 km of the south 

pole, there are at least 3 simple craters, 2 large complex craters (De Forest and Hale), and 1 basin in the 

anorthitic region.  Hausen crater (Fig. 8.63), with its relatively young age as well as location within the 

1000 km traverse limit and along the edge of the SPA rim is one of the best locations to sample low FeO 

material. 

Of these craters, several fall into multiple regions of interest.  Rumford (ID# 21), a Lower Imbrian 

complex crater, lies in the Thorium anomaly, contains mare, and also lies within the FeO anomaly.  

Although this crater does not contain any of the brightest albedo simple craters, the many simple craters on 

its floor may be fresh enough for analysis.  The one drawback for this site is that its distance from the south 
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pole is significantly more than 1000 km.  Seven complex craters lie with the Thorium and FeO anomalies, 

but none lie within 1000 km of the south pole.  Of the complex craters and basins that lie within 1000 km, 

only Antoniadi and Schrödinger are listed in more than one category. 

It is likely that there are more fresh complex craters that lie within more than one region of interest, but 

with the resolution of Clementine data, only the central peak of the largest complex craters are readily 

discernable.  Higher-resolution images are needed to find smaller, fresh complex craters as well as more 

simple craters.  In addition, more work should be done to lessen the shadowing effects near the south pole; 

with current data, these effects make it nearly impossible to locate fresh craters. 

 

FIGURE 8.58 Craters and basins within the thorium anomaly in SPA.  Fresh, high albedo craters are 

represented by yellow stars. Antoniadi and Schrödinger are represented by open circles to show that they 

are basins and thus treated separately from the other impact features in this section. 
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FIGURE 8.59 High-resolution Clementine mosaic showing Birkeland and Oresme V, the two best sites to 

study crater morphology within the thorium anomaly.  White arcs represent different transient crater 

estimates. 
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FIGURE 8.60 Mare-filled craters and basins (dashed rings) and craters that impact into mare (solid rings) 

within SPA.  Fresh, high-albedo, craters are represented by yellow stars.  Large, complex craters and basins 

(Antoniadi and Schrödinger) are shown as open circles so that the mare units within them can be seen. 
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FIGURE 8.61 FeO anomaly in SPA overlain by the freshest craters and basins.  Basins are represented by 

open circles, complex craters by filled circles, and simple craters by pink stars. 
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FIGURE 8.62 High-resolution Clementine mosaic showing White Crater, which is a type locality for 

testing crater morphologies within the mafic anomaly of SPA.  Arcs shown in white (solid and dashed) are 

transient crater estimates for SPA. 
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FIGURE 8.63 High-resolution Clementine mosaic of Hausen Crater, which is the type locality for 

examining impact crater morphology outside of the SPA mafic anomaly.  The white dashed arc represents 

the edge of SPA. 

 



 

 

 

TABLE 8.6  Craters and basins within regions of interest in SPA: Thorium anomaly, mare (as identified by Stuart-Alexander (1978) and Wilhelms et al. (1979)), 

mafic anomaly, and possible anorthitic terrain. 

ID # Name Latitude Longitude 
Diameter 

(km) 

Estimated Age                                   

(Wilhelms and 

Byrne, 2009) 

Th 

Anomaly  

Contains 

Mare  

Impacts   

Mare  

High     

FeO   

Low     

FeO  

1000 km 

traverse 

limit 

500 km 

traverse 

limit 

1 O'Day -30.626 157.073 71 
Copernican              

(Eratosthenian?) 
        X     

2 Birkeland -30.416 173.836 82 Eratosthenian X     X       

3 Finsen -42.555 -177.99 72 Eratosthenian X     X       

4 Hausen -65.461 -88.165 167 Eratosthenian         X X   

6 De Forest -77.146 -164.011 57 Upper Imbrian         X X X 

7 Dryden -33.546 -156.199 51 Upper Imbrian         X     

8 Hale -74.159 90.829 83 Upper Imbrian         X X X 

9 Lyman -65.093 161.88 84 Upper Imbrian       X   X   

10 Maksutov* -41.089 -168.664 83 Upper Imbrian   X   X       

11 Mariotte -28.886 -139.1 65 Upper Imbrian         X     

12 Oresme V -40.951 165.081 51 Upper Imbrian X     X       

13 White -45.166 -159.071 39 Upper Imbrian       X       

14 Doerfel S -70.034 -120.64 32 
Upper Imbrian                       

(Lower Imbrian?) 
        X X   

17 Alder -48.751 -178.315 77 Lower Imbrian X     X       

21 Rumford -29.182 -169.898 61 Lower Imbrian X X   X       

43 Davisson -38.147 -175.077 87 ~~~~~~~ X     X       

44 Oresme Q -44.553 166.972 23 ~~~~~~~ X     X       

  Antoniadi -173.155 -69.534 143 Upper Imbrian   X   X   X   

  Schrödinger 132.163 -74.642 312 Lower Imbrian   X     X X (partial) 

Bright, fresh, simple 

craters 
varies varies varies ~~~~~~~ 

≥25          ≥3   

    ≥33*     ≥2   

      ≥120   ≥15 unclear 

        ≥50 ≥20 ≥3 
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Science Goal 6d: Measure the extent of lateral and vertical mixing of local and ejecta material 

The lateral and vertical extent of mixing of ejecta material can be measured on both the small scale 

(simple and complex craters) and large scale (basins) within SPA.  Craters and basins with clearly defined 

ejecta blankets should be examined as possible locations for measuring mixing within SPA. 

On the small scale, simple and complex craters can be examined.  Within SPA, there are no large 

complex craters with clearly defined ejecta blankets; Possible craters are either too old to have maintained a 

distinct ejecta blanket due to overprinting of younger craters or they have suffered modification in some 

other way.  At least 38 simple craters with pronounced ejecta blankets have been identified in SPA (Fig. 

8.64, Table 8.7).  These craters range in size from 1.2–14 km in diameter.  Most have primarily radial 

blankets, but at least one crater (iv) has a „butterfly-wing‟ ejecta blanket suggestive of an oblique impact 

(Bottke et al., 2000).  Samples can be taken along the ejecta blankets with decreasing (or increasing 

distance) to the crater and analyzed. 

On a larger scale, material can be sampled from mapped ejecta from Schrödinger and Orientale basins 

(Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979).  Three of the simple craters with ejecta blankets lie on top 

of Orientale‟s ejecta blanket (Fig. 8.64, Table 8.7) and would be prime locations for measuring mixing on 

both scales.  At least one simple crater is similarly located with respect to Schrödinger.  Fechner T (Fig. 

8.65) is likely to be the best location given its high albedo ejecta blanket, its distance from the south pole (< 

1000 km) and its proximity to Schrödinger ejecta. 

If restricted to a 1000-km traverse limit from an outpost at the lunar south pole, at least 5 simple craters 

can be sampled with ejecta blankets; a portion of Schrödinger‟s ejecta blanket and Orientale‟s ejecta 

blankets can also be sampled.  Only Schrödinger‟s ejecta blanket can be sampled within 500 km of the 

south pole.  However, there may be simple or complex craters within 500 km of the pole, but they are not 

discernable due to shadowing effects associated with Clementine data near the poles. 

On an even larger scale, models have been created to examine the thickness of ejecta from SPA over the 

entirety of the moon; samples of SPA ejecta from various locations on the moon may be used to constrain 

these models.  Although the amount of SPA ejecta (83.0 ± 23.1 × 10
9
 km

3
 (Wieczorek and Phillips, 1999)) 

is an order of magnitude greater than any other lunar basin and is approximately equivalent to the 42 other 

lunar basins (Petro and Pieters, 2008), there is still significant discussion of where to find it.  Some 

estimates have been calculated by Petro and Pieters (2008) of the minimum amount of SPA material to be 

found at any location which range between 750 m thick according to the Housen model (Housen et al., 

1983) to 1900 m thick according to the Pike model (Pike, 1974).  A narrow band of SPA ejecta has been 

modeled to lie across the northern nearside and farside (Fig. 8.66) with a maximum thickness of several 

kilometers near the basin rim and antipode (Petro and Pieters, 2008).  Thus we can suppose that the best 

locations near SPA to find related ejecta is near the basin rim, which is supported by the work of Hammond 

et al. (2009) who suggest that the thickest ejecta should be found within 1.5 basin radii from the basin 

center; this would indicate that the largest amount of ejecta can be found within 1875 km of -56°, 180°.  

Additionally, work by Thompson et al. (2009) found that a difference of ~1 km in megaregolith thickness 

between the nearside southern and northern highlands (2.5 km and 1.5 km respectively) is likely to be 

attributed to SPA basin ejecta. 
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FIGURE 8.64 Locations of simple craters with clear ejecta blankets in SPA listed in Table 8.7.  Also shown 

are the ejecta blankets and radial ejecta from Schrödinger and Orientale that are included in SPA. 
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FIGURE 8.65 High-resolution Clementine mosaic showing Fechner T, which is likely the best location to 

measure lateral and vertical mixing with in SPA. 
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TABLE 8.7.  Locations and diameters of fresh, simple craters with distinct ejecta blankets in Fig. 8.64.  

Appropriate values for Schrödinger and Orientale are also included. 

Crater ID Latitude Longitude 
Diameter 

(km) 

1000 km traverse 

limit 
500 km traverse limit 

i  -19.317 160.336 2.5     

ii -25.918 155.952 1.2     

iii -31.234 157.859 6.9     

iv -30.792 145.293 11.5     

v -17.072 -170.21 4.3     

vi -26.354 -170.74 6.9     

vii -28.172 -155.366 5.1     

viii -23.89 -145.756 2.4     

ix -31.656 -142.071 2.2     

x -38.674 127.944 4.7     

xi -42.286 136.396 2.1     

xii -44.059 142.886 13.1     

xiii -42.883 152.784 4     

xiv -50.871 158.912 1.6     

xv -39.851 172.684 2.5     

xvi -45.57 175.776 3.5     

xvii -41.765 -171.911 3.1     

xviii -43.602 116.984 2.3     

xix -48.982 121.279 3.1     

xx -53.914 139.213 1.6     

xxi -57.067 146.39 9.4     

xxii -54.131 -171.009 3.4     

xxiii -45.571 -138.428 3.5     

xxiv -41.889 134.286 1.9     

xxv -50.261 -130.096 3.9     

xxvi -54.911 -130.11 1.4     

xxvii -53.542 -120.686 7.5     

xxviii -56.404 1-0.992 3.3     

xxix -65.681 94.637 8.8 X   

xxx -66.555 117.337 7.3 X   

xxxi -64.12 174.118 1.3 X   

xxxii -58.366 -166.095 1.6 X   

xxxiii -61.511 -139.434 2.2 X   

xxxiv -57.581 -129.962 1.4 X   

xxxv -62.445 -117.017 1.2 X   

xxxvi -57.074 -100.943 1.2 X   

xxxvii -62.851 -99.238 3.1 X   

xxxviii -81.153 -94.475 2.4 X X 

Fechner T -58.763 122.339 14 X   

Orientale -19 -95 930 ejecta ejecta 

Schrödinger  -74.642 132.163 312 basin & ejecta partial basin & ejecta 
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FIGURE 8.66 Lunar-wide distribution of SPA ejecta where dashed lines represent different amount of 

ejecta emplaced on the surface and tick marks indicate the direction of decreasing amounts of ejecta.  Areas 

with the most ejecta are shaded in solid black while the area of the least amount of ejecta is shaded with 

diagonal lines.  From Petro and Pieters (2008). 

 

SCIENCE CONCEPT 7: THE MOON IS A NATURAL LABORATORY FOR REGOLITH 

PROCESSES AND WEATHERING ON ANHYDROUS AIRLESS BODIES 

Being airless, the Moon is covered in the debris from impact craters, both large and small.  This regolith 

covers the entire lunar surface, and is thus the only part of the Moon visible to remote sensing.  

Understanding its properties as a function of composition is critical to quantifiably interpreting orbital data.  

In addition, old regolith buried for billions of years could provide a window into the solar system‟s history.  

SPA is well-suited to addressing both these issues, as it offers both geochemical diversity and cold, 

possibly ancient regolith. 

Science Goal 7a: Search for and characterize ancient regolith 

While the Apollo missions sampled regolith at every site that they visited, they never had the 

opportunity to collect a preserved layer of ancient regolith (or paleoregolith).  Such a layer would however 

record the lunar bombardment history, early solar wind and terrestrial material, and ancient space 

weathering products.   

The most identifiable paleoregoliths are probably those under a layer of quickly laid down volcanic 

material of a known age.  Sampling paleoregoliths below a mare unit in SPA through the use a of a deep 

drill would be theoretically possible, but may be very technically complex.  Instead, the best paleoregolith 

samples may be recovered by drilling or trenching horizontally into exposed scarps.  As analysis of Apollo 

15 images of the walls of Hadley Rille showed (Spudis et al., 1988), sinuous rilles can expose ancient 

regolith layers on their walls.  Rilles are unfortunately rare in SPA, with the closest structures being the 

large fractures on the floor of Schrödinger.  The best exposed scarps in SPA may then be steep crater walls, 

though identifying which may have accessible paleoregolith will probably require sub-meter resolution 

imagery. 

In addition, buried mare units (cryptomare) could offer samples of both themselves and the regolith 

they cover.  Principle-component analysis of the Clementine UVVIS/NIR data indicates that the floor of 
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SPA may have a large fraction of basaltic fragments physically mixed into the regolith (Petro and Pieters, 

2004; Lucey et al., 2005).  This could indicate the presence of crytomare under the surface of SPA, and 

Pieters et al. (2001) identified a smooth plain are south of Apollo Basin as a crytomare based on its spectral 

qualities. Further spectra mapping and modeling of SPA would be required to fully map the possible 

crytomare. 

Science Goal 7b: Determine the physical properties of the regolith at diverse locations of expected 

human activity 

South Pole-Aitken Basin is both geochemically diverse and distinct from the surrounding feldspathic 

highlands (see Section 9.3 for more details).  Remote sensing data is currently unable to distinguish to what 

extent this distinctiveness is due to an single regolith grain composition, or an intimate physical mixture of 

different compositions (Jolliff et al., 2002; Lucey et al., 2005).  Bulk surface regolith samples would be 

able to address this to the first order for each investigation site, and would be the most useful if taken on 

either side of a geologic boundary.   

To the first order, those boundaries are defined by gross composition, and can be seen in the FeO, TiO2, 

and Th maps (Figs. 8.34, 8.35, and 8.24).  Sampling the endpoints of these compositions would help to 

constrain the compositions of areas in between.  The geologically mapped units offer a deeper level of 

complexity, including relative age and  morphology in addition to composition (Fig. 8.25).  At most, 

regolith could be sampled from each the identified geologic units in SPA, allowing a very close relationship 

between observed spectra and known composition. 

In addition, the diverse chemical compositions of SPA regoliths may be expressed in their physical 

properties.  The grain size distribution, grain shapes, bulk density, and thermal conductivity all may vary at 

different sites in the basin, and could be very different from returned Apollo samples.  This especially 

important at sites that could support future long-term human exploration, like the south pole.   

Science Goal 7c: Understand regolith modification processes (including space weathering), 

particularly deposition of volatile materials 

The lunar regolith is a product of the actively ongoing space weathering process, and thus 

understanding this weathering is crucial to interpreting remote sensing data from across the Moon.  The 

dominant weathering process is micrometeorite impacts melting small fragments of the regolith to create 

agglutinates, and reducing iron in the process (Pieters et al., 1993).  The FeO content of the regolith is thus 

important to weathering, and SPA is has a unique FeO composition (Fig. 8.34).  In fact, SPA contains a 

wide variety of more mafic, but not necessarily basaltic, compositions (Lucey et al., 2005).  Sampling bulk 

regolith at several different locations in SPA can therefore provide necessary ground-truthing for orbital 

spectroscopy. 

In addition to collecting surface regolith, other potential space weathering investigations could also 

include recovering ancient paleoregolith to quantify any change in the weathering rate with time, as well as 

artificial exposed surfaces to measure the short-timescale weathering rate.  Also, the agglutinate production 

rate may be a function of surface temperature (von Gunten et al., 1982), and so sampling regolith at a 

variety of surface temperatures around the south pole can help to quantify the maturation rate of polar 

regolith.  Finally, the space weathering process in very cold regolith intimately affects the migration of 

volatiles below the surface (Crider and Vondrak, 2003a).  Measurements of weathering, therefore, should 

accompany any investigation of polar cold traps. 

Science Goal 7d: Separate and study rare materials in the lunar regolith 

The lunar regolith serves as an archive of all the material that has impacted the Moon in the past 4.5 

billion years.  Preserved paleoregoliths from early in the Moon‟s history preserve not only information 

about the ancient Moon, but also material from throughout the solar system, and even beyond.  The most 

common non-lunar component will be terrestrial meteoritic material, which could be in the bulk regolith at 

a concentration of about 7 ppm (Armstrong et al., 2002).  This material would be most concentrated in the 

oldest regoliths (those formed during higher bombardment rates), and best preserved in the coldest 

regoliths.  In fact, these terrestrial meteorites may contain information about the Earth during the period 

when life first arose, a time period not easily accessible in the terrestrial record (Crawford et al., 2008).  
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Locating and sampling paleoregoliths in cold polar areas should therefore be a high priority for future lunar 

exploration. 

In addition, the regolith bears witness to solar and galactic history.  The nitrogen isotopic ratios in 

returned Apollo samples appear to vary as a function of argon exposure age (Hashizume and Chaussidon, 

2008; Marty et al., 2003).  This could be due to secular variations in either solar intensity, micrometeorite 

flux from the outer solar system (rich in NH4), or some combination thereof.  In addition, the medium-

depth „SEP‟ component of implanted gases in regolith samples has been linked to interstellar molecules 

swept up by the solar wind (Wimmer-Schweingruber and Bochsler, 2000, 2001).  If this is the case, a full 

SEP history may reveal the interstellar environment the heliosphere has passed through for the past few 

billion years.  Again, returning cold, ancient regolith would help construct a more empirical model of the 

solar system‟s history. 

Summary 

Since regolith covers the entire Moon, a sample from any site in SPA would be in some way useful.  

Certain areas, however, stand out as particularly interesting.  SPA boasts several regions (chiefly in the 

northwest) with very unusual composition; even a small sample from one of these sites could provide an 

endmember in regolith spectral modeling.  In addition, areas like the fissures in Schrödinger and possible 

crytomare south of Apollo could provide access to material from the ancient lunar surface.  The real 

advantage to regolith collected in SPA is in areas south of 70 S, where shadowing starts to lower mean 

surface temperatures, thus preserving ancient solar and terrestrial volatiles.  The best locations in SPA to 

collect regolith would therefore be relatively close to the poles, and expose very old material in scarps.  To 

find these old and cold regoliths, however, will require more and higher resolution remote sensing than is 

currently available.  

 

SCIENCE CONCEPT 8: PROCESSES INVOLVED WITH THE ATMOSPHERE AND DUST 

ENVIRONMENT OF THE MOON ARE ACCESSIBLE FOR SCIENTIFIC STUDY WHILE THE 

ENVIRONMENT REMAINS IN A PRISTINE STATE 

Investigations pertaining to the lunar atmosphere are non-unique to the surface of the South Pole-Aitken 

Basin and were, thus, not considered specific to the scope of this study.   

 


